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It-1PACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON LABOR

It is not the intent of this paper to contribute to
the body of technological knowledge nor even to

r~port

on

it at length, but to -investigate in one area the important
economic and social effect. caus·ed by technological progress.
It is the intent of this· study to answer or at least throw
some light on the problem o£ the technological impact on
labor.
Many writers believe we are in the Second Industrial
Revolution.

This revolution is a parallel of the First

Industrial Revolution that began in the late 17oo•s in
England and that harnessed energy from coal and steam; it
bas many similar aspects:

automatic control over processes,

automatic handling of materials, and new processes.

A new

word "Automation" was coined to depict this era.
The first section of this paper deals with the development of tools and machines.

The central theme of this study

deals with the effect-s on the wage earner of the new technology.

The last section deals with the manner in which the

labor unions and government are meeting the challenge of the
new technology.
An investigation and report on the subject of tech-

viii
nological advances with its application and implications
should be prefaced by the definition "automation."

l

CHAPTER I
AUTOMATION--~'\"HAT

IS IT?

The word "automation" was coined by Dr. D.

s. Har-

der, executive vice-president in charge of manufacturing
at the Ford Motor Compa.n y in 1946.

The word was meant to

describe highly mechani-zed production machines then employed
in many automobile factories.

Automation al:s o means ·the

automatic handling of parts between progressive ·p roduction
proce.s ses • 1
John Diebold, a young graduate of Harvard Business
School, shares the credit for the creation of the word
•Autol'!lation."

In 1.9 47 Diebold made an extensiv-e study of

automatic machines and equipment.

He used automation as a

substitute for the te-rm "automatization."

Diebold defined

automation as the "automatic operation and the process of
making things automatic."

He later added: "The key to auto-

mation .is feedback or the controlled-looped system."2

This

controlled-looped system was given the name "cybernation."

lJohn Diebold,. Automation (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand
Company, 1952), p. ix.
p. ix.

L_ -···--
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Some engineers consider cybernation to mean simply
"machines to control machines."

Others regard it, with

equal briefness, as a combination of mechanization and electronics.

Still other engineers view cybernation as the

ernplo~ent

of electronic or mechanical controls and devices

for the action of a self-regulating chain of processes.
According to the report to the Center for the Study
of Democratic Institutions, cybe-r nation is the combination
of automation

ana

computers.

Actually the word "cybernation"

is used synonomously with automation and computers.
The report states the two important clas.ses of
devices.

11

0ne class, usually referred to when on-e speaks of

•automation' is made up of devices that automatically perform
sensing and motor tasks, replacing or improving on human
c~p~ci ties

for performing thes.e functions.

The second

clas~

usually referred to when one speaks of •computers,• is composed of devices that perform, very rapidly, routine or complex logical and decision-making tasks, replacing or improving on human capacities for performing these functions." 3

3Donald H. Michael, "C-y bernation: The Silent Conquest,"
A report to the center for Study of Democratic Institutions,
_(The Fund for the Republic, Inc._, 1.9 62) , p. 5 •

I
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For the purpose of this paper, to avoid any rnisunder-

I

standings, the word "automation" will be used to refer to
any machine or device that will perform the work of or replace
a man.
To the manufacturer, automation means simply a continuous automatic production or a high degree of mechanization.

The meaning of automation is not limited to automatic

handling but embraces all the manufacturing O,?eration, such
as ma.k ing, inspecting, a-ssembling, testing, and packaging.
In finer terms, automation in factories aims at achieving
uninterrupted motion unaided by human effort, which transforms materials through a series of processes into the
desired shape and, possessing the desired qualities, transfers them to the phase where they a.re required and assembles
the pieces into the final product.

It aims at automatic

control of the quantity, shape, and quality of the product
with the aid of self-correcting devices which inspect the
goods to check whether they are in confo.rmity with specifications and eliminate defective goods to achieve the
desired results. 4

~

'~Diebold, on, cit., p. 54.

4

Carl Dreher, author of

Aut~!nation,

·s aid· that "Auto-

mation is a kind of proto•engineering which gives promise
of changing the· face of every branch of technology, from
business computations to warfare and to branch out in the
·field of medicine, musical composition, psychology, epistemology, and philosophy."-5
Frank Ross, Jr. , another author on au.t omation, .said
that "basically 1 automation eonsists of three main e.lements:
integration of machinery, feed-back c.o ntrol 1 and computers
or electronic brains, as they have become more ·popularly
Known.

These elements singly or in combination are· used in

all automated systems.

They are the corner-stones on which

automatic operations are based, even though many other minor
elements may al·so be involved. u·G
Another meaning of automation lies more in what
machineg will do when replacing men in various areas of work.
As applied to offices, automation aims at entrusting machines

5carl Dreher, Automation (New York:
pany, 1957), p. 19.

w. w.

Norton com-

6Frank J. Ross=, Automation: Servant !Q. ~- (New York:
Lothrop, Le.e & .Sheppard Company, 1958), p. 14.

!
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with the execution of· routine clerical work or keeping the
management su9plied with up-to-date information about the
progress , of production, sales,. inventories, and accounts·,
storing routine information in su·ch a way as .t o make it
available automatically whenever required in the form in
which it is required.

Also ·it assists the management to

work out speedily alternative plans of action.

Much of

thi.s kind of work has been done in the past w-ith · the aid of
mechanical "punch-card" systems, which are now being
replaced by electronic computers.

E1ectronic devices enable

management to exercise distant control over the process of
production with the aid of instructions written on magnetic
tapes, which automatically insure the execution of instructions without the intervention of human energy.
In general, automation is another word for technological progre-ss where machines and devices are replacing and
doing the work of men.
THE PROGRESS OF TECiillOLOGY

Replac.e ment of human and animal effort by machines
has been considered a goal worth pursuing.
Ages~

i__ _

During the Middle

many scientists and experimenters tried hard to devise

I

lI
I

6

perpetual motion.

In a way, this idea was even more arnbi-

tious than automation because pe.rpetual motion was to provide
its own driving power, whereas designers of automatic devices
are content to rely on another power supply.
Automation, as we know it today, got its start in
the midst of Warld War II.

It was the union of electronics

and machines and mechanical devices.

Long before mechanics

and electronics were combined, there were many kinds of mechanization in existence.

Man's activities in this field can

be· traced to the days of antiquity.
~fuen

the wheel came into existence, man soon worked

out ways of attaching i .t to a wagon or cart of some sort for
both himself and his materials.

About 5,000 years ago the

Babylonians and others made excellent use of such vehicles.
Creating devices to obtain water was another step forward to
mechanization.

The use of the wat·er wheel and the bucket

pulley was replaced by the Archimedes spiral screw.

This

device was mainly used to empty water from the holds of
sailing ship.s.

It succeeded so well at this chore that it

is still being used in irrigation systems and in removing
water from shafts and. mines.
l

Other labor saving mechanical devices are hydraulic

l
I

-.
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pumps, windmills, Watt's steam engine, governor to control
speed, and the automatic textile-weaving machine.

r ·n 1784 Oliver Evans huil t an entirely automatic
grain mill near Philadelphia.

No human labor was required

from the time the grain was received at the mill until it
had been processed into flour.

In 1914 the Ford assembly

plant installed -at High Park used many of Oliver Evans•
ideas.

The. assembly plant produced 15 million automobiles

before it closed in 1927.
In 1789 Eli t·1 hitney, th.e inventor of the cotton gin,
mass produced 10,000 muskets in the post Revolutionary War
period, using the assembly line system.

He used jigs and

semi-skilled and unskil.led labor in the production of the
muskets.

Although the guns were not so accurate as the

craftman 1 s built rifle·, they were produced at lower cost
and in larger quantity.
In 19·37 Thomas Davenport of Vermont invented an
electric

motor~

From 1820 to· 188.1 the following machines came into use:
sewing machines, powerloorns, typewrit-ers, business machines,
mass produced clo·c ks and watches, agricultural machinery,
i

I

j
I

I

I

. ----------- ·-- - - - - -

- -· ·-
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printing machines, shoemaking machines, steel rolling
machines, meat packaging machines, automatic airbraking,
and the tel-e phone.
Possibly the greatest contribution was Thomas Edison's discoveries on the new uses of electricity in the
1800's.
Also in the late 1800's Frederick Winslow Taylor
began the practice of "efficiency engineering," stressing
the time and motion study, systematic accounting, standardization of labor, regularity, continuity, synchronization,
and elimination of waste to facilitate and increase the
flow of production.
In summary, the use of mechanical. devices ·dating f ·rom
ancient times has progressed to the near ultimate in terms
of labor savings.

All tools and machines used were to

increase efficiency, and as machines were improved, efficiency also increased.

As technology

progressed~

more

automatic devices were invented, so the term "automation"
is used· to describe this process.
TYPES OF AUTOMATED ACTIVITY

I

In manufacturing, -automation started with materials

I
I

l

L______.. .----·-----
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that flow, that is, in many cases, with actual liquids.
It has made great contributions to

th~

petroleum--refining_,

chemical and food industries, where flowable materials are
involved and the processes are · essentially continuous in
nature.
In these industries the nature and volume o·f the
product and the

nec~s.sity

for ·c.los·e control of cost and

quality made early and extensive automation mandatory.
Oil refineries and chemical processing plants depend
heavily on the use of automatic controls.

Without automa-

tion it would require four or five times as many manuallyoperated refineries to supply our present needs of motor
fuels, and the cost would be high.
The baking industry had to automate to meet the
increased demand for bread as well as to meet price competition.

Inspite of the increa·se in labor and material-s cost,

bread had to remain at a reasonable

price~

only through

automation could this be done. 7

7Statement by Hr. John Inglis at the Sunbea."n Bakery
visitation, Stockton, October, 1962. (PDK field trip).

j __________ -·- - · --····

--·-··· - ·--·-·------·- - - ·-·· -· - ··- - - - - - ·-
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Other food industries that went into automation were
the food processing in canneries and the assembly line packaging of meat and meat products in the meat plants.B
Today automation has been extended to non-flowable
materials.

Under the pressure of economic necessity, manu-

facturers have found ingenious ways to make se,?arate items
"flm'l1" through product-ion processes .
blodcs, condensers and refrigerator

Pistons and cylinder
doors~

and

~any

parts and products are processed automatically.

other

Pretzel-

bending machines can· duplicate the skill of a human hand
because buyer preference made it necessary to retain the
traditional design of manually tied pretzels.
It is safe to say that kitchenware manufacturers are
cutting cost today through

auto~ation.

High

vol~~e

and the

inherent possibility of standardization make the automation
of pot and pan production a logical and neces·sary procedure.
Pm'ler shovels .?resent a di.fferent problem.

It \-Tould

obviously be impractical to set np an. a-utomatic 2lant for
the production. of a few, complex, earth-noving machines.

Bobservation at the J. H. Heinz Plant, Tracy, June,
1959, and 1\l:'ine Packing Cor.t:'any_, Stockton, June, l'J60.

i-

-
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However, large custom-built products may contain many standardized parts and asse!:lblies that could ,.,ell be produced
automatically.
In the field of business management, computers or
data processing machines are used to
records.

and tabulate

The speed at which data can be processed is of

great importance to business.
System

com~ile

uses a high

In fact the Bell .Telephone

s~eed ~rinter

that can produce 600 lines

of data, a total of 80,000 characters, per minute.9
The Royal .HcBee Corporation recently announced an
electric typewri te·r reputedly designed entirely by computers.
They are said to have eliminated 1,100 working parts.

Thus

a complex machine was sim?lified and prices lowered to meet
any competition in that field.
Furthermore, computers are used in National Defense
with radar equipment,
forecasting.

co~~unications,

missile~

and weather

Automation has replaced the elevator boys and

many other men in similar jobs.

Insurance companies have

installed electronic computers and the airlines ha.v e ·installed

9John E. Kremers and Paul C. Durkee, . "The Electronic
Data Processing in the Bell System," The Bell TeleTJhone 1-1agazine 1 l·7inte-r, 1961-62., p. 11.

I
r

I
I
I

I
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automatic reservation equipment.
In industry where automation . actually got its start,
the automobile industry automated its assembly lines.

The

textile mills are all automated in the production of textiles
of all kinds from natural fibers to synthetic fiber.s.
In addition, in the heavie·r industry field steel
mills automated and improved steel production through new
technology.

Starting from the melting process, efficiency

was increased and the rolling is automated.
Other industries that have adopted automation are the
producers of tires, glass, plastics, shoemaking, ap9liances,
and many other products.
IS THE NEl'l TECHNOLOGY LI.t-'IITED TO· THE LARGE FIRMS?
The technology of computers, the rapid communications,
and the information processing equipment will permit far
more extensive analysis of our national economy and business
methods, through up-to-the-minute market surveys and extensive research on distribution data and transportation patterns.

In such matters as industrial concentration, capital

requirements,. industrial research, and the utilization of
our natural resources, automation will continue trends that

L . . . . - - -- ··-·

- - -- - -~

·---
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are already under way rather than establish new patterns·.
The growing ratio of capital equipment per

wo~~er

(in 1960

it was $1.7, 600 per worker) , lO the .increase in the proportion of indirect to direct labor, and the rise in the
quality of product, which bas led many· firms to institute
automatic controls even with little savings in cost--these
are all observable trends that automation will accelerate.
To many small businessmen the new technology may
seem likely to work to their own disadvantage.
extent fears are justified.

To some

In certain fields enormous

concentrations of engineering ability and large developments e:q>enditures are necessary.

·It has been

a~parent

for

some years that, for the most part, the days of the lone
inventor are over.

This is true 1 .for exam_?le 1 of the major

strides made in the chemical industry.

BL~t

a surprisingly

large number of new products are marketed each year by small
conce.rns.

This is especially true in the field of electronics

where considerable research and development are required.

In

£act, the prevailing philosophy in the new products department of some of the largest concerns is that in development,

lOThe Conference Board, Economic Almanac (New York,
1962), p. 240.

-
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attention should be given only to those products not easily
produced by small competitors, for licensing of patents has
been deemed by many large concerns the wisest way to minimize the danger of anti-trust prosecution.
Individual firms will no longer have to do their own
.b asic research and development on automatic and efficient
equipment beca.u se flexible 1 standardized, automatic materials-handling· equipment are for s-ale or lease in the same
way that control devices are manufactured by large companies such as

Minneapolis-Honeywell~

The development of control mechanisms is ·c onsiderably ahead of the developmE:mt of automatic equipment..

Such

devices as the electronic measuring mechanisms which can
detect a flow that cannot be seen by tbe human eye or a
measurement that is off a thousandth of an inch are not de
de.signed by individual firms.

The number of companies making

instruments has increased from 684 in 1935 to 1#363 in 1950. 11
As the technology is applied to materials-handling equipment and to standardized fabricating machinery, products too
will be manufactured on a standard basis by conce.rns wishing

llJohn Diebold I Automation (Princeton: D. V<m nostrand
Company, 1952), p. 134.

L__ ________. ------------- ·-·---~
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to sell such equipment.

Research and development require-

ments, therefore, are not so high for the firms using auto·matic equipment as they may appear at first.
·Reliable consulting firms can do much of the- analysis of present operations and the adjustment of operations
to automatic control.

These· private consulting firms are an

aid to businesses of small size to meet large corporate cornpetition.
Basic research on controls, and to some extent on the
industrial use of them, is being paid f ·o r ·p rimarily by
military and other govern..'ltent funds.

The Federal Government

spent over 14 billion dollars in 1963, which represented
about 70 per cent o£ all spending in research and develop·ment for that year.12

Establish~ents such as Bell Tele-

phone Laborat·o ries have provided some of the most important
research, but there are few enterprises of this type in the
country.

I

A growing number of industrial research institu-

tions are suppo.rted by· various companies that provide funds
for specific research projects.

rt· is upon such facilities·

and upon university laboratories that reliance mus.t be

12uni t -ed States Bureau of the Census, Research and
Science, Statistical Abstra.ct .2f the United States: 1963,
(84th edition) I--;rashington, D. c., 1963, p. 544.

r---~----~----------~--·------~~------------------------------~--~
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placed in the future if effective industrial use is to be
made of the new technology.
Automation itself will not produce any startling
increase in the degree of industrial con-centrations, because
ca~ital

cost of an automatic plant will be high, just as the

cost of all plant equipment is today.

Certain industries

will be barred to all but those having immense capital
resources.

But there is evidence that decentralization in

ownership as well as in physical plant, may plan an incr-easingly im!?ortant role in shaping our economy.

W'e are begin-

ning to re.alize that small industry can survive side by
side with industrial giants, partly because there are positi ve forces at

worJ~

in the economy to further the role of

small b~siness.l3
TWo important factors working toward decentralization are the grm'ling use of electricity as the prime power
source and the introduction of light new materials.

It is

no longer necessary· to have a very large operation in order
to justify the use o:f an efficient power· source..

:t1ew

Certain

13.John Diebold, Automation (Van Nostrand company,
York, 1952), p. 136.

'
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fabricating operations can be carried on in ·small plants .by
the use of electric power as the

pri~e ~otive

force.

As

flexible a.utomatic equipment is developed and appears on
the market, it will be possible for small concerns to operate on an automatic basis and to compete very effectively
in price and cost with larger concerns in a great nany
fields.

New materials., such as ·plastics and light metals,

also allo,., small concerns to grow and operate efficiently
in specific areas of the economy.
Pe·rhaps the most hopeful

e;-~arnplc

of small firms

operating aggressively and efficiently in the area of

n~~

advanced te.chnology is the group of cor.1panies s:>onsorec
by the 1'..1-:lerican :r~esearch and Development corporation.

This

corporation, headed by General Georges F. Doriot, was foDnded
after

~'lorld

Uar II by Senator Ralph Flanders and a grou:? of

far-sighted businessmen for the purpos·e o.f channeling
capital ir.to new ventures, ~rincipally based upon technological innovations.

The· .1\i"T!erican Research corporation,

bac~~-

ing sb::teen corporations, is sho"Tinr;r that sr:1all com:;>anies
ca.n still plan an active, aggressive role in a highly technical area of the economy and live side by side ,.,ith well-

I

I
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mana.ged, capable, large firms.
Financially the Federal Government aids small business by supporting the Small Business Investment
This

s.

B. I.

c.

Com~anies.

organization was chartered by the Small

Business Administration to encourage ne,.,. companies by providing equity capital for them.

L.-------·-·----·~·-----~-~-

CH."\PTER I I
COtiDITIONS LEADING TO AUTOMATION

Since one of the meanings of automation is the
substitution of human power by mechanical power, in this
chapter we will discuss some of the conditions leading· to
and some of the applications of automation.
Automation is not -a menacing development.

It is, in

fact, a concept -in action which has already raised- the nation' s
standard of living and has had a stimulating and stabilizing
effect on the -economy.
Automation should not be \.lSed as a "catch-all" term
to apply to every improvement, whether new or thoroughly
familiar, that occurs in a factory or office.

I -t is irnpor-

tant to recognize that automation is only one phase in the
proce.ss of technological progress, a natural evolutionary
step in man's continuing effort to use the discoveries of
science in getting work done.
Technologi-cal change in industry i-s a gradual process.
Most products are first made by hartd or with hand tools.
Gradually industry rnechanized7 it introduced machines for
some parts of the process.

iI

L_

Later machines became more auto-

i
I

I

I

I
I
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I
rnatic.

Finally, where those who can do it technically and

where economic consideration warrants the investment, we
link together parts of the process to achieve more continuous and automatic operations.
Most industries are still in the lower mechanization
stage.

There are many waste.ful and burdensome hand opera-

tions that add to the ultimate cost of good·s going to the
customer.

To quote from Howard B. Jacobson:

American industry has a challenging opportunity to
increase· its productivity, reduce the cost of goods,
and in·crease the real wealth and purchasing power of
a.ll Americans by using every feasible improvement from
factory to custorne·r. Ne will at the same time be taking
the danger and dullness and drudgery out of industry
and givin.g people more satisfying work to do, at higher
pay for higher skill. 1
The factors favorable to the expansion of automation
are far more powerful than the. adverse. factors· which tend to
ret-ard it.

Because automation can be introduced as part of

the process of industrial improvement, it has overwhelming
advantages over traditional methods of production.

E'f fi-

ciency in production means lower cos-t and better quality
of products.

This is the aim of all businessmen.

The

lHoward B. Jacobson, Automation and Society (New
York: Philosophical Society, 1959), p. 76.
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other- aspect of efficiency in production is savings.

Savings

made not only on wages and salaries but also on circulating
and fixed capital-..

Savings in circulating capital are, for

example, effected becaus-e the amount of raw material wasted
in manufacturing process is reduced.

Savings in fixed capi-

tal are made because the shop floor-space is reduced and the
investment in machinery, per unit of product manufactured,
is less than it was before automation was introduced. 2
When attempting to anticipate the f _uture o-f automation,
one must remember that it is still only in its infancy in
many industries.
Two irr-esist-ible forces combined to foster the extension of electronic devices: the competition between firms to
secure for themselves the technique which pays the best and
the international race for the possession -of the deadlies-t
weapons.

I-t is, therefore, not surprising that. automation

is rapidly gaining ground in all the great industrial
state-s.
For some managements the- decision for or against
automation is clear.

Businesses that are faced with rising

2Frederick Pollock, Automation (New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1957), p. 32.

I
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labo-r costs, shortage of skilled labor, de£erred deliveriesto their customers -for lack of production capacity to
handle the-ir ord:ers, and poor product quality may look to
automation as a solution.

If it happens that their products

are -already mass-produced with operations which are highly
repetitive and mechanized and that demand for their output

is reasonably stable and predictable and that they are in
good financial shape, then they do not have a problem.
Many a management prefers the use of machines, because
-it is believed that- to control machines is an easier ·task
than to control people.
reduced.

In addition labor costs are

It is the opinion of many writers that for every

labor union strike against employers the desire to automate
or add more mechanization is also increased.
According to Paul Einzig, progress comes in the
three following stages:
1.
2.
3.

Progre.ss in science- in the elaboration of theoretical foundation or technological innovations.
The technological application of scientific progress by means of inventions.
The commercial utilization of technological inventions.3

3paul Einzig, The Economic Conseouences of Automa.lli!:!,, (New York: Norton Press,. 1957), p. 46.
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As well as positive factors for automation, there
are also some limiting factors to the adaption of autorna-tion.

In the technological sphere scientists and engineers

have solved many problems, but the limitations are in the
application of necessary
to make the application.

kn~~ledge

In many industries progress toward

It is slowed QOwn by the inadequate number of design engineers familiar with advanced mathematics.

There is a short-

age of prototype engineers, production engineers, men expert
in quality control, and other specialists.
Greater efficiencv throucrb _automatic machines.

I

The

efficiency of automatic machines is both heartening and disheartening because to tbe em!Jloyer the machine may be saving

I

I
I

and making a profit for him, but to the worker the machine

I

may be replacing him.

I

In the a-rea of efficiency specialization, whether it
pertains to hum-a n beings or machines, may enhance productivity in many ways.

It enables ea-ch specific type of natural

resource and human ability to be devoted to the use in which
is is relatively most efficient.
!

I
j

L ____ __ _
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I
I

!

and in the line required

full automation can be achieved only through trial and error.

I

I

It facilitates the acquisi-

i'

rI
!

I

I
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tion and use of knowled-g e and- skill; specialization permits
the use of large amounts of capital goods of a technical
type.
"The destruction of a worker's only asset, his skill,
is one of the most injurious effects of machinery, and when
such destruction happens, there is and can be no complete
remedy; still i£ the changes are gradual, the evil consequences are not so gr-eat," wrote Professor Nicholson in
1892. 4
The loss of skills means the loss of an opportunity

to s-e ll an acquired manual art at a price which '"ould have
been possible if machinery had never been introduced.

The

Industrial Revolution ruthlessly destroyed skill, nnd nearly
all the crafts were battered if not undone.
But this loss only disposes of certain sorts of d-exterity and does not prevent other skills fror:t develo!_:>ing,
the skills needed to design, build, install, re9air, and
inspect the ne,.., machinery.
ma~-<.er,

The skilled machinist, .b oiler-

toolmaker, engineer·, plumber, and el-ectrici<:tn made

their appearance in the ne\'1 era.

Meanwhile great numbers

of the class who would have been_ common laborers or ditch-

I
I

!
1

4rbid •., p. 46.

1
1

f
f

I
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!
I

I

diggers went to '"ork tending .m achines.

Their tasks were

!

I

I

repetitive and simple,

~Jt

many observers- believe that they

took a step up on the ladder.
they did before.

They had to knm.,r mo·r e than

11ore knm.,rledge is needed to run the

machine than ·to handle a shovel ..

Henry Ford was convinced

that the _I)ercentage of skilled craftsmen in the wor1<::ing
?opulation has greatly increased under the conditions
brought about by machines.s

I
1-tany skills of England were lost when 11att' s engine

began to work.

I

I

i

Handloo~

weaver, chain and rneta1 worker,

I
!

tailor, cabinet worker were driven first to reduce their
prices, then to sweat the labor of all the members of their

I

I

I
I

families, and finally to lose all to machinery.

·The Indus!

trial Revolution ruthlessly destroyed the skill of the
I

crafts.
The economics of technologica1 advances are clear.
Under older methods, for example, an engine block took forty
minutes and the c-.ss.istance of 400 \'!orkers t.o make.
a highly

auto~atic

Today

machine turns an auto engine block every

eighteen minutes with the help of only 48 rnen.6

5stuart Chase, ~ and nachines (New York: t:acr-1 illan
Co~pany, 1929), p. 173.
6Frank Ross, Jr., ln~tol'!lation: Servant .tQ. ~ (~~ew
York: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Company, Inc., 1958), ~· 15.
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In today•s- competitive market automation or improved
I

processes are used to reduce costs or improve products.

I
!

Automation has irn2roved efficiency.

!

I
I

Looking at automation

from a broader viewpoint, it is recognized that the United
States as the leading world power today is due not alone to
natural resources, but in major part to technological
:progress.
The performance o-f automatic machines in most cases
is unbelievable to the uninitiated.

The next section will

deal with the performances- and results of the new technology
and automatic machine-s, which will give more insig.ht as to
what to expect of automation in the £uture.
Automation

~work.

The subject of automation would

be greatly simplified if its practices '\'!ere identical in all
industries.

This is not the case.

Every industry, almost

every plant, has its individual requirements.

The way to

make a pair of shoes is obviously different from the way to
produce an automobile or a can of beans.

Therefore, no one

industry can be taken as a preci-se model for others to

follow.
It must be remembered that no factory is so

----

· ---- -------

--~--~------------

auto~atic-

I

I
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that it does not need men and human brains •

A man sets the

controls, times the steps, watches the valves, checks the
operation and 1 at the proper time, pushes a button.
It is a matter of interest to note the amazing
increased use of computer-controlled automation in business
and industry in the last ten years.

In 1_9 51 there were only

seven general-purpose digital computers being used by American corporation, but the
in use by 1961.

n~~ber

increased to 7,500

corn~uters

Also in 1961 there were fifteen manu factur-

i

!

ers of such computers in this countryp as compared with one
in 1951.7
In the baking industry

~aterials

II

handling is done

automatically through pneUMatic -tubes and hoses to storage
silos or bins located on the upper floors of the building.
Flour, for e x ample, is moved from railway cars into the bins
at the rate of 20 tons or more per hour, with one man having
charge of the system.

8

The proces-s used in making bread is continuou-s from

?Andrew Bluemle, Automation, (New York: The t'lorld
Publishing Company-, 1963) , p. 73.

I

Bpaulin~ Aronld and Percival ~fuite, The Automation
Aqe (New York: The Holiday House Books, 1963), p. 87.

!
I

I
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It previously took a number of men

five or six hours to move fifty tons of flour into place.

!

I

I

I!

-

I

I
I
I

I

mixing the dough to wrapping the finished product.

I

dients flow from the bins or tanks on the top floors ·to t ·h e

I

mixing ma.chines on floors below.

I

I-

!

!
I
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Ingre-

.All weighing and mixing

of ingredients are done by electronic d-evices.

The whole

process can be handled by two men, where previously a
large number of baker-s were employed.
In the food canne-r ies through the use of machines
and conveyors, products such as peas, corn, juices, and
soups are filled at speeds up to 600 containers a

min~te.

In Cl.eveland the Ford Motor automobile pla.nt,
machines perform as many as 500 operations on an engine
block as it moves along the assembly line.

The finished

block emerges without having been touched by human hands. 9
The computer's most important feature, from the
standpoint of ba-n k automation, is speed.

The information

on these magnetic tapes can be transferred at rates up to
100,000 characters per second.

A checking account statement

which contains information on 25 checks and 10 deposits can
be printed along with the customer's name and address in
about three seconds. 1 0

9 Ibid • , p • 97 •

lOrbid;, p. 118.
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Walter P •. Reuther, Pres id·ent of the U. A. w. , quoted
a selection of remarkable instances of automatic production.
He described an automatic lathe which gauges each part as it
is produced and automatically resets the cutting tool to
compensate for tool wear.

In addition, when the cutting

tools have been worked down to a certain pre-determined
limit, the machine automatically replaces· them with sharp
tools.

The parts are automatically

loa~ed

into the machine

and are automatically unloaded as they are finished.

These

lathes can be operated f ·ive to eight hours without attention, except for an occasional check to make sure that the
parts a.re being delivered to the loading mechanisms • 11
Another case s·tudy of automation at work is the Cincinnati Milling M-achine Company, which in 1914 used 162
machines, representing an investment of $234,000 to make
108 cylinder bead.s per hour at a direct labor cost of 40
cents per piece.

By 1949 it took six machines representing

an investment of $240,000 to turn out the same volume of
production at a direct labor cost of 20 cents per piece.
The same s-avings i .s much g.r eater than indicated by these
figures, when the increase in wage rates between 1914· and

liHenry M. Christman, ~~alter P. Reuther: Selected
Paners (New York :: The Uacr.~illan Company, 196.1 ), p. 69.
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1949 is taken into account.

By 1954, however, these six

machines were replaced by a single automatic machine repre1

senting an investment of only $230,000 for the same volume

!

I

of production, and direct labor cost has been cut from 20

I
1

I
1

cents a piece to 4 cents a piece. a reduction of 80 per
cent in five years. 1 2
The surface is only scratched as to what these .a uto-

1
1
1

matic machines can do.

In the new era of technology many

I
1

new and improved methods of production are yet to make

I

I

their appearance on the market.

I

I
I

.ll2.!!

12paul Einsig, ~ Economic Conseouenc~s of Autona·(New York: Norton., 1957), p. 19.
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CHAPTER III

OBJECTIVES OF

In Chapter

AUTO~mTION

the conditions leading to automation

T\<10

and the need of efficient machines were discussed.
jectives of a utomation will be discussed in this

The ob-

cha~ter

beca.use American • s industrial growth and national well-being depend on decisions that are being made now by many manufacturing enterprises.

Businesses that plan to promote and

share in this growth must continue to improve their manufacturing operations or yield to others that do.
Automation offers a way to meet competition by increasing output, lowering manufacturing cost, and improving
product.

In the words of John Diebold, prominent writer in

the field of automation ., "automati-on is our key to the
productivity increase necessary for economic growth." 1
Productivity.

Productivity increase is commonly

measured by man-hour output.

It is sometimes assumed that

the gain is directly attributable to an increase in effi-

lNate Polowetzky, "Bitter Todays in Automation in
Automation," ~Francisco chronicle, April 15, 1962·, p. 38.
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of labor i ·tself.

It is true that output may be increased

by more efficient performance ·on the part of workers, b'..tt
the factors of primary importance have been the provisions
of more abundant and· efficient tools as well as improvement
in industrial organization and management.
World War II furthered the development of semi-automatic machines because swift progress was made in the development of automatic and electronic devices for the aiming of
guns and bombs.

In the factory, in consequence, all the

worker had to do was to switch on a machine, feed it raw
materials, remove the finished product, and inspect it. for
flaws.

After the war this equipment paved the way toward

the automatic factory.
The feedback mechanism.

At the heart of the self-

regulating automation is a simple principle called "feedback."

This principle, integrated with automatic machines,

gives us a. new concept in automation and is called cybernation.

The feedback principle was discovered in 1788 by

James l'latt, when he invent-ed the centrifugal governor to
enable his steam engine to slow itself down if it ran too
fast.

·The feedback d-evice is a controlling or regulating

I
-
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device for the automatic machines.2
Industries use the feedback system in many ways,
because not only does it correct and self-regulate the
machines, but also it can produce high precision performance.

In the manufacture of guided missiles and super-

sonic planes, some parts must be separated from each
othe_r by not more than one one-thousandth of an inch.
human hand is often unable to do such a precise job.

The
North

American Aviation solved this problem by turning the job
over to robot machines that can make a pair of wings in two
and one half hours.

A

skilled machinist would- take at least

twenty hours, a_nd he might make a vi tal mist-a ke. 3
This type of automatic equ-i pment bas been adopted
by the electrical, metal-making, meatpacking, and foodprocessing industries.

The chemical and petroleum indus-

tries adopted automation early.
Computers.

Thanks to- feedback, automation is now

invadincr.... the off-ice and laboratory by means of the electronic
computer.

Electronic computers operate from instructions fed

2carl Dreher, .Automation (New York: l'l. "t·r. Norton and
Company, 1957), p. 37.
3rbid., pp. 64-65.

r
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to them on magnetic tape or punched paper cards.

The com-

puter reads the instructions just as the player piano reads
music on one of its rolls. 4
The business office, too, will benefit from electronic
.. brains."

Today management· must handle a fantastic amount

of paper work just to keep track of such routine items as
customers' bills,

payrolls~

and taxes.

Management must also

wade through piles of facts and figures before it can make
decisions. and plans for the ·future.

Automation comes t ·o the

rescue, for the electronic "brain .. can keep records, figure
taxes, make out bills, and even send out checks automatically.

This speeds routine bookkeeping and impr oves the

firm's services.

By quickly analysing market trends, the

electronic computer also enables management to make sound
sales strategy. 5

rn a matter of minutes electronic compu-

ters can solve mathematical problems that would take skilled
mathematicians months to work.

An electronic computer enabled

engineexs to get the DC-7 airliner into the air six months

4Frank Ross, Jr., Automation: Servant !£ ~ (New
York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, Inc., 1959), p. 29.
Srbid., p. 163.

I

I
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sooner than would have been possible if the necessary calculations had been made- by human brains.

Computers are also

being used in atomic research, development of guided Missiles,
and by several government agencies in compiling statistics. 6
The Bell Telephone

Com~any

is experimenting with a

robot brain that records telephone calls, assigns them to
the account of the right subscriber, adds the bills, and
prints them.7
Today electronic computers a.re being used by hundreds
of companies to do their paper work.

These computers are

the forerunners of the "brain" that one day will be able to
run whol.e factories automatically.
competitions.

The problem of competition bas be·e n

for some time a squeeze on profits.

Consumer and workers

have benefited from the e£forts of business, but the businessman has not.
growth.

Profits are the mainstay of industrial

The biggest com?laint by the businessmen on the

profit squeeze is the high cost of labor, evidenced by the

6 rbid.

I

P· 22.•

7 Ibid • , p... 54.

~
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I

fact that between .1950-60, price of manufacturers rose
approximately 20 per cent.

Over this

sa~e

period, the rate

i

o·f · profi.ts ·p er dollar sale.s revenue, after taxes, declined
by almost 40 per cent.

The hourly earnings of manufacturing

workers rose 55 per cent.
Although the cost of production has risen, the rise
bas been minimized through the cost-cutting efforts of
management, through investment which increased productivity,
and the ef·f ect of rising cost on prices has been offset by
a drastic reduction in the rate of profit •·8
A counter argument to the common business argument
I

I

which blames the profit squeeze on the rising cost of labor

I

was made by Robert E. Graham, Economist for the united

I

States. Commerce Department.

I

I

He said, "l'lhen profits are

squeezed the leverage applied .by mounting labor cost is
less- than many businessmen think."

Checking through govern-

ment statistics dating back to 1948, Graham reported that the
"Corporate Gro.ss Product,"

the value of all goods and ser-

vices produced by corporations, jumped 113 per· cent, to
$305.7 billions, in the past fourteen years.

Wages and

I
I

I

!

I

I
I

8Robert E. Graham, "Profits - cause of the squeeze,"
Newsweek, December 10., 1962, pp. 80-81.

!
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fringe benefit·s also increased, but only by the same percentage; thus labor's share of corporate revenue remained at 64
per cent during the period.
Graham turned to other expenses to find what had cut
industry's return before taxes from 21.3 per cent of what
it produced to 15.7 per cent.

The largest expenses were

allowances for depreciation, which increased f ·rom 5.6 per
cent to 9 •.5 . per cent, and indirect taxes, which increased
from 8.9 per cent to 10.5 per cent.

9

It is evidenced by Graham's findings that depreciation cost was increased because more machinery had to be
used to compensate for the high labor cost.
had been heavy and if the

ca~ital

If investment

output· ratio had been

increased, the proportion of gross profit going to wages
would be reduced, and a failure to secure such a reduction
through the employment of few man-hours would be the cause
of the profit squeeze.
Labor unions considered the Commerce Department
findings a vote of confidence.
Nat·h aniel Gold·finger ·put it:

~Ibid.

I

As AFL-CIO economist
11

This report confirms what

p. 80.

1
__ j
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I
I
I

I

we have been saying for quite a while

I

also gave busine.ssrnen something to ponde·r.

no,~."

The results

I

I

"I don't think

I

the study claims that wages are .irrelevant, •• said

I
I

Fisher, Research .Economist for the United States Chamber of

ll.

Halder

I
!

I

Commerce, ''bu t it may well mean that many business spokes-

I

I

men have over-emphasized the relat·ionship of wages to costs
in analyzing the profits squeeze." 10
Another proble!'!l. for the United States b usinessmen is
foreign competition.

European countries and Japan are giv-

ing the United States

business~en

stiff competition through

new plants and automatic equipment.

l-~other

contributing

factor in p rice competition is that the wages in these
fore·i gn countries and the hours ,.,orked per week are both
longer,

The standard· work week in the United States is 40

hours, whereas the Europeans and the Japanese work anywhere
from 48 to 6·o hours a week for a low wage .. 1 1
Therefore the need for automation is not only to
meet local competition but also to meet foreign competition.

lOibid .. , p. 80.
11A.TTierican Iron and S·teel Institute, ''Hourly Employment Costs of A.'nerican versus Foreign Steelworkers," Steel
News, March, (New York: 1963), p. 13.
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Products.

With the challenge to increase product-

ivity to meet competition, another factor is the changing
demands of the public..

In general, demand is elastic and

depends on the price of the product.

Both cost and purchas-

ing power are the reflection of the state of the productive
arts.

Lowering of- cost by technical progress may expand

demand considerably.

The same result

~ay

be brought about

by an increase of purchasing power through the expansion of
production due to improvement of technology.

Therefore,

technical changes loom as the most important factor in an
industry's development.
According to Simon Kaznets in his selection of essays
titled .. Economic Change," there are three dynami c factors
in growth.

The first factor is population growth, which is

self-generating , technological change, which is progress and
improvement, and the change in demand, which is always changing.

Demand is the expression of human nature.

People buy

things because they want them, and they want them because
human nature as modified by advertising- and social inf-luence
is that way.12
12simon Kaznets, Economic Change (New York: Morton
and Company, 1953), p. 255.

I
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In the past when a new product arrived on the market
the publi-c had to be educated to the- use of it, but the
s-ituation is- reversed in many cases because the businessmen
are continually .searching for the demands of the public.

In

the words of President E. M. Queeny of Monosanto Chemical
Company,.
••• The consumer looks to management for good
_products at equitable prices-. Everything we make is
directly competitive with some other manufactured or
natural product. Indirectly, we are in competition
with all producers, farmers, and indust-ry, and all
services such as transportation and amusement. The
cheaper ~1e can produce and sell each of our products,
the greater value each will represent, the more will
be consumed and the greater will be our total employment and our usefulness in in-creasing the standard of
living of fellow Americans. 3
It is common knowl-edge among businessmen that research
is the key to progres-s.

This fact is evidenced by the

millions of dollars being spent on research by government and
private organizations.

Nothing should nor could stop the

spread of automation because that is progress.
labor unions are not

op~osing

Even the

automation collectively but

suggest that management should do a better job of planning

l3Edwin Nourse -and Horace B. Drury, The Dynamic
Aporoach to Prices, (Menasha, Wisconsin: George Parita
Publishing Company, 1938), p. 263~
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I

1

automation to lessen the impact on human beings.

The labor

i

unions are d·i scussed in a later chapter.
In essence, technology is a dynamic force because
al,<Tays and everywhere it makes for change.

As the industrial

revolution came with the machines and changed the habit and
lives of society, so the new technology has started another
revolution.

~-----·- ----·~------
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CHAPTER IV

I

SURVEY OF TECHNOLOGICAL

ADVANCE ON LABOR
In the f -irst three chapters the develo!?lTlent of tools
and machines, their efficiency, and the application of
I
I

·modern machines were discussed.

The central theme of this

!
I

study begins ,.Ti th this- chapt-e r on the discussion of how the

I
I

new tecbnolo.g y affects the '\-Tage earner.

In order to prove

the technological ef-f ects on labor, the aggregate statistical
figures are used.
Until the Industrial Revolution it was a full time
job for the greater part of the population to produce enough
food, clothing, and shelter to provide even a low stand-a:!:'d
of living for all.
I

very few.

Luxuries were obtainable only by the

The cultures of Persia, Egypt, Gre.ece, and Rome

were made possible by a ·vast

a~ount

of slave labor.

During

the entire period prior to the .Revolutionary 'L'ar, ,.,hicb
marked the beginning of our industrial development-- fa"'Ilines
were common as it was not possible to produce enough to
provide a surplus for use in times of drought and other
disasters.
Now, and in most of the world, all this is changed

I
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largely due to improvements which have been made.

Elizabeth

Bowen in her textbook Economics Simplified states the following:
In the United States, in 1830, it· took the labor
of 72 per cent of our people to produce enough food
for the whole country. In 1930, it took less than
23 per cent of the people from producing food and
permitting t£em to produce other things, once counted
as luxuries.
Even as late as 1940, it took about 17 per cent o·f
the population to produce food for the United States,

~nd

in

1960 the figure went down to 5.8 per cent. 2
Even as early as 1942 Elizabeth Dowen recognized the
advance of technology and its effects on the labor forces.
She explained the labor situation by saying that:
If in 1930, 30 per cent of our people had been
required to raise our food, seven million more ·men
would have been required in .a griculture than were
so employed. Not all these seven million men were
unemployed because of the mechanization of agriculture. One million of them were employed in making
the machine.s which the farmers used in agriculture,
pl1:1s twines and gasoline for their use. Six million
ex-farmers and others were employed in the automobile
industry, which previously had not existed. They
produced iron, copper, etc., for use in automobiles;
they made stee·l and rubber for automobiles; built
1Elizabeth Bowen, Economics Sirnulified (New York:
Country Life Press Corporation, 1942), p. 70.
2statistical Abstract £f the United States, 1963,
p. 220.
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I

cars, built roads, and kept them re~aired~ ran the gas
stations ., ana garages, and repaired the cars. 1~11 of
this in 1930 required the labor of about six million
men. Therefore, due to advances in the agricultural
and industrial arts and sciences beb~ecn 1900 and 1930,
it beca~e possible with -the same a~ount of labor to
have both agricultural products and automobiles, instead
of only agricultural products.3
In 1960 one- worker produced enough food to provide
for himself and twenty
and used.

fello'~

citizens with all they needed

Increasing productivity,- largely broug'ht about by

technological advances, made it :r>ossible to reduce t'he

agri- - ~

cultural work force and to release men for other productive
type work. 4
The changing labor force.

As- of 1-'larch, 1963, the

total_ labor force in the United States was an estimated
74,650,000 workers; this figure includes Alaska and Hawaii,
which represent about 54 per cent of total non-institutional
population.S

The agricultural work force remained at

4, 337,000 workers; the non-agricultural work force

'\o.7 a.s

62,812,000 workers; unemployment figures stood at 4,501,000 or
6.3 per cent of non-institutional population.

This excludes

3~liz?9~tb Bowen, £2· cit., p. 71.

4stati sti cal Abs-t ract of United States, on. cit • , p. 2 2 0.
5

~., p. 219.
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I

inmates of penal and mental institutions and homes for the
aged, infirm, and needy~ 6
In the _area of employment the latest statistics show
that in 1958 America

beca~e

the first country in which the

percentage of production workers compared to the labor force
had declined, while the output of material goods had

increased.?
The actua-l number of "VlOrkers in the major manufacturI

I

ing industries

froJ:~

1945 to Uarch, 1963, increased by an

estinated 1,181, 000 workers 1 for in 1945 the number '''as

I

I
I

I

15 1 5.24,000, and in r1arch,_ 1963, the figure was 16,605,000.

Although there '\-.ras an increase in the number of wor1<:ers in the major manufacturing industries, the number of
production \'lorkers decreased by an estimated 730 1 000 over a
period of

b~enty

years: the figure in 1940 was

12,795~000

\'i'orlcers as compared· to .12 1 265 1 000 workers in 1960.
non-production

t'lorJ~ers

The

increased 1, 557,.000 in 1947 the m ..~m-

her "'.ras 2,4-9 5,000 ,.,hereas in 1960 the £igure stood c.t
4,072,000 a fifty per cent increase.8

The non-production

6Ibid., p. 219.
7Ibid., p. 917 ..
8The Conference Board, ~: Economic Almanac, 19-62,
published in cooperation ~.,rith News't''eek, p. 56 ..
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I

workers were employe·e s engaged in the following activities.:
executive,. accounting, pro.fessional, technical, legal, med.ical, financial, credit, collection, routine office functions,
deliver~

sales·,

purchasing, advertising, personnel cafeteria,

factory, supervision and activities in the installation and
servicing of products. 9
Therefore, the statistical figure points to the
changing job skills from production to the service tY?e
skills.
The ·statisti.cal abstract also shows that older workers
ages 45 years and older, have increased until there are about
twice as many as the young ones.
approximately 27 Million.

The figure in 1960 was

This increase is due partly to

longer-life expectancy because of increased medical research
and medical care.lO
Suoolemental labor force.

Another area of the labor

force not shown in the statistics column is the number of
alien agricultural laborers admitted into the United States.
In 1962 the total number of foreign national:S admitted, pri-

9rbid., p. 592.
lOrbid., p. 220.
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marily .f.1exicans was 303, 634; this was approximately 34 per
cent belm'i the record high of 464,128 in 1959.1 1
Therefore the decline of alien workers between 1959
and 1962 was due partly to the increase of mechanization
on the farms.

Revolution in

C~. griculture.

Teehnologic.a l develop-

ments in agriculture have made a great break-through in the
age-old strnggle for great.e r -abundance in our food .supply.
In agriculture there is an expected continued decline
in the number of farm j ·obs because manpower is following
biological hors·epower in giving way to machinepo,qer on the
nation • s farms.

The decline of manpo,.,er in the three years

from 1960 to 1963 was nearly 24 ·per cent.

The number of

farm jobs declined from 5,.700,000 in 1960 to 4,337,000 in
1963.1 2

From the .statistics mentioned above, technological
progress is making human labor in many traditional uses
inefficient.

As a consequence, the number of farms, farmers,

and family workers has declined and· probably will continue

llibid., p. 102.
12

~ •• p. 219.
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to do so.

!

r-iechanization .2!2 the farms.

The latest census

I

I
I

I

reports show that in 1959 approximately 80 per cent of thefarms used tractors ...

There were an e-stimated 5,139,000

I

I

tractors on farms in 1959, compared with 1,567,000 tractors

I

I

20 years ago, and 851,000 tractors 30 years ago.l3

I
I

There bave been similar increases in motor trucks,
grain combines and other harvesters, rnechanical _hay balers,
milking machines, and other labor-saving devices.
As a result the decline in number of farms as well
as the number of farmers has been reflected in a sharp
increase in the· size of- farms.

The last census showed

United- States farms averaged 303 acres in 1959.

This

compares '\•Tith 242 acres in 1954 and 216 acres in 1950. 14
Mechanizina the hnrvest.

Mechanizing the harvest

of vegetables and fruits has become more necessary because
of the high cost of hand harvesting and the lack of workers
when they are needed.

~Vhen

the bracero program ended in

1965, the need for machines was increased.

l3rbid • , p • 640.
14~.,
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The United States

Depart~ent

of Agriculture reports

the development of many amazing new machines.
tomato harvest is in the development

stage~

A mechanical

and this could

replace thousands of workers that are always needed during
the tomato harvest.

It is surprising be-cc.use seeing machines

harvest such relatively non-perishable crops as grain and
cotton is usual; on the other hand, harvesting soft fruit
such as tomatoes by- machine is something entirely new.lS

The: harvesting of cucumbers was speeded up by machines
that were capable of harvesting 1 to 1.5 acres an hour. One
machine did the v-rork of 40 harvest hands.
The harvesting of fruit and walnut trees is done by
mechanical shaJ{ers, and in 1959 over fifty per cent of the
a.lrnond crop was harvested by these machines.

With the trac-

tor-mounted tree shru{er, the fruit of 30 to 40 trees can be
harvested in an hour.l6
In the development stage is the asparagus cutting
machine engineered by nobert Kepner of the California Agricultural Experiment station.

This machine is only 55 per

1-S united States Depart."'llent of Agriculture, Pow·er .!£
Produce (YearbooJc of Agriculture, 1960), p. 181.
16rbid., p. 178.
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cent ef·ficient compared to hand cu·tting.

Several proto-

.1

I
I
J

I

types of ·the machine have been made, each one better· than
the pre~.rious model.17

I

I

Only a few of the mechanized machines used in the

I
I

I

harvest of fruits and vegetables are listed here, and the

I

continued attention to develop and improve these machines·

I

to perform more efficiently will depend on economic neces-

I

i

I
I
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I

r

sity.
Production ;obs decline.

At the 21st American Assem-

bly, devoted to "Automation and Technological Change,• EWan

I

!
I
!
!
I

Clague, Director of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and
Leon Greenberg, also of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, submitted a background paper in which the estimate of 200,000
displacements appeared.l 8
These 200,000

displace~ents

are the minimum of jobs

\>riped out each year for this decade.

.ur. Clague and Green-

berg's findings were based on exhaustive studies of what.
increased productivity arising from technological changes
has done to jobs in the past periods.
1958, a period of slow

grm~h

Eet'\·Teen 1953 and

in our economy, automation

17 Ibid • , p. 181 •

18Tbe American 1\ss·em):)ly, Automation <:mel ·Technolocrical
ChanC"e (Ensrlecliff, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1962), p. 127.
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dis:?laced 1, 604,000 production ,.,orkers in manufacturing 1 or
about 200,000 a year.l9
The 200, 000 di-s placements are a minimum measure of
'\V'hat is also known as "disemplo'Yment," which is decreased

i
I
I
I
I
I
I

in employment associated with increased productivity or a
measure of jobs lost ,.,hen modernized factories can turn
O'..lt the sane a.'llount of goods

'"i th

'\'Torkers.

fe'!;·.t

It is a

minimum because the estimat-e does not reflect the disemploymerit "\·! hich occurs ,.,hen obsolete plants shut dmm or transfer
their ca.cti vi ties to another updated plant .

t!or does it

reflect the disemployment ,.,..hich occurs '\>Then plants or ind•-lstries lose markets to more progressive competitors, to nc-u
products, or to nm.,r materials.

f.~r.

Clag-ue and nr. -G reenberg

said that:
Slo1:1 grmrth was only part of the problem. Hundreds
of thousands of jobs are disa~:;?earin9", but the !"le,., jobs
opc!"ling up are changing, and the opportunities are
chcmging ~- This -..,.as evidenc-e d from the long S'<·Tcep of
industrial-occupational changes that have occurred in
the last 50 -"!rears. The farm lc.bor force ,.,hich re!Jrescnts about 7 per cent of the total labor is no lon~er a
job haven for millions. fo1anufacturing represents about
22 ~er cent of the labor force in 1959 and is declining
due to slo\'1 gro\\rth and technological improvements.
11ining has declined in importance. The auto!:tobile has
cut into jobs in public transportation.20

--

19statistical Abstract, on. cit. 1 p. 2-23.
20The American 1.. ssembly, .2:2• cit., p. 128.
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I
!

I

Therefore, the evidence points to the declining nuober

I
!

of production jobs in ·major manufacturing because of the
increased use of automation or mechanization.

The study made public January 11, 1962, by President
Kennedy's committee on Labor...r.!anagement Policy decided that
automation was a major cause of unemployment.

There '\'lere

sharp disagreements from some of the findings and recommena·ations by two cornr:ti ttee members, Dr. Arthur Burns, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors in the Eisenhm·;er
Administration8 and Henry Ford II, Board Chairman of the
Ford l1otor Comr:>any.
Actually how much unemployment is caused by automation is dif.ficult to de.t ermine.

The follm..,ing material in

thi.s section ,.,ill be devoted to the short and long tern
effects of automation on unemr:>loy;nent.
Four maier kinds

£f

unern~loyment.

The United States

Labor Department is concerned with four major kinds of
ployment:

unc~-

seasonal, cyclical, frictional, and structural.

Automation produces a form of the stru:c.t ural form of

L--·---·- ··---··
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unemployment, which is the long-termed,_. deep-seated joblessness, due to a fundamental shift in an area, industry, or
occupations.
Structural unemployment is stubborn and persistent
unemployment resulting
society.

fro~

the massive changes in our

It covers the skilled, unskilled, and uneducated

whose jobs have been taken from them.

The unskilled. and

uneducated workers are also known as the hard-core unemployables.
Under structural or cyclical, ex~erts are now including unem~loyment due to the fact our economy is not ~rowin~
fast enough to create&! the needed jobs.

The stress here

is not the loss of jobs but the lack of new ones.
Technoloqical unemolovment.

Techno-logical une!nr>loy-

rnent can also be included under the structural category.
Technological unemployment is any jab loss caused by technological change in any industry or office.

Another situa-

tion is unemployment resulting from the displacement of men
by machinery or by the introduction of more efficient
methods of production.
The prediction-s made by seymour wolfbein, Deputy Assis-

- - - - - - - - - -·,
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tant Secretary of Labor, who heads the Labor Department
office of automation and manpower, predicts that improved
machines and production methods will result in the loss of
two million jobs in 1965.21
He also forecasts that increasing use of electronic
computers and similar devices soon will create sizeable
reduction in employment of office workers.
Even though two million jobs may vanish, unemployment
may not increase by that amount because workers will shift
to new jobs that are constantly being created in the nation's
g.rowing economy.
Congressman Elmer J. Holland of Pennsylvania in a
report to President Kennedy summed up the effects of autornation in this way:
l·7hen new mechanical or electronic de,,rices are
installed, assurances are given workers in many industries that they will not be h~rt nor fired. However,
when they leave, due to retirement or res.ignation, no
one is hired to replace them.
The greatest problem of automation is not the worker
who is fired but the worker who is· not hired.

Walter Reuther,

President of the United Au to W.o rke rs • union, said tha.t

~·

/ ____

2l"More Jobs Coming, Twice- As Fast," Nation • s BusiVol. 52, No. 6, June, 1964.., p. 31.
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"thousands of workers have been ·relegated by automation to
the ranks of the technologically unemployed." 22
Malcolm L. Denise, Vice-President, Labor Relations,
Ford Motor Company, and a highly regarded spokesman on automation, said that "Nobody can measure autornation•s . effect on
unemployment in a dynamic economy.

To

begin with, it is

not possible to get a complete and meaningful count of
people initially disemployed as the direct result of automating operations."23
Actually it would be impossibl-e to identify any group
disemployed by a-u tomation because· changes in processes and
technology· occur simultaneously with changes in demand a.nd
product design and with normal attrition in the work force.

Types of technologica1 chancres.

Technological unem-

ployment is in a sense a special case of transitional unemployment because it forces workers to change jobs by reducing or elimination of work opportunities in their existing

jobs.

T-echnological changes vary the mixing of human and

other resources ·in specific processes so that old jobs

2 2Ed·i tori al 1 ~ Francisco Chronicle 1 Apri 1 15, 1962,
p. 38.

23 r .b id., p. 38.
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disappear.

Some changes substitute machines for

men~

result-

I

I
I

i
I

ing in work savings.

This means that one man with new equip-

ment or procedure creates as· much product or provides as
much service as 2 ,. 10, or 50 men be-f ore the change·, basic
to the autor:tation so. widely discus=
sed today. 24

Technological change provides ways of creating
equally good or superior products and services, frequently
using few people in these processes.

Three types of tech-

nological change may be distinguished.
1.

One provides new methods of applying human effort;
it finds better ways of raising or lowering,
carrying, turning, adjusting~ and otherwise using
the physical and mental energy of workers.

2.

A second type of technological change involves substitute types of power, such as water, steam,
-electricity, or atomic power for the energy of
people.

3.

A third type of change is the increase of effectiveness o·f human effo.rt made possible by SUP!Jlying
improved tools and equipment.
A first ·type. of technological change is a continuing

human effort to increase efficienty.

The second change,

substitution of mechanical power for human energy, is already

24nale Yoder, LQbor Economics and Industrial Relations (Cincinatti: Southwestern Publishing Company, 1959),p. 341.
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recognized and measured.

The Federal census of manufactur-

ers indicates that horsepower available for the use of the
average employee increased from 1.14 in 1960 to 2.1 in 1999
and to 6.5 in 1939.

25

The total horsepower of all prime

movers increased six fold from 1940 to 1962. 2 6

l·1ineral

Fuels and Waterpow-er increased about two fold from 1940 to
1962.

27
The third type of technological change may be·

measured by the expansion of capital facilities.

The aver-

age worker ratio increased from about $5,308 in 1939 to

$1.7 , 991 in 19 59. 2 9

In 1960 the aver age \V'orker capital

ratio increased to $18,227 pe·r worker, and it is still increas.
29
1ng.
~lith

the increase of capital investment per r:r.oduction

worker, output per production has also increased.

Output ;-er

production 'tV'Orl<er is as follows:
~

1909
1933
1957 (base year)
1960

--

Percenta.ge
Increase
24.6
50.9
100.0
114.4

25yoder, ou. cit., p. 341.

--

-

26statis·tica1 Abstract, 1963, p. 529.
27yoder, on. cit., p. 530.
28The Conference Board 1 Economic li.lman-ac (N~.,. York:
published in cooperation Hith Ne~T5'oleek, 1962) 1 p. 244.

l~-·--

29The Conference Board, Economic Almanac,

1221,

p.273~

________
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The per cent change in output per rnanhour in 48 years from
1909 to 1957 averaged out to about 2.1 per cent, whereas

the three years from 1957 to 1960 averaged 4.8 per cent.30
Aga.in we must attribute the increased productivity to
technological improvements or automation.
Short tem effects 2f automation.

P..ccording to many

to?ritcrs, automation may cause companies not to hire new
workers rathe·r than lay off old workers.

An article by

Edward T. Townsend explains the problems of shrinking

e~:_:>loy-

ment opportunities by the shrinking rolls of various organized labor unions.
The impact of automation may be diffused.

Automa-

tion in a Detroit plant created technological uner.tployment
in a South Bend, Indiana, supplier's shop; dieselization of
railroo.d"s was partly responsible for persistent unemployment in railroad shops in Altoona and Philadelphia, Pennsylva.n ia, and automation of te:x:tile mills was a major factor
in industry's shift from obso1ete Northern textile centers
to new mills in the .south.

One of the major reasons for the.

30Economic Almanac, Ibid., 1962, p. 92.
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shift was to be near the source of supply of raw materials.3 1
In the rubber industry, ac.c ording to the United Rubber
Workers • Union,: tire and tube manufacturers are now getting
about the

sa~e

output with 30 per cent fewer workers and

29 per cent fe,.,er hours of work than they needed .a decade
ago.

The union estimates that at leas.t 31,000 jobs have

been lost to the "new technolog.ical" machines and equip!Tient
in tire and tube plants alone. 32
In the auto industry in 1959 the average

emplo~~ent

in production wa-s 57 3, 00 0 ~ production stood at 6, 7 0 0, 000
vehicles.

In 1956 there were 75,000 more plant workers,

producing only 200,000 more vehicl·es.

That means about

75,.000 workers-, nearly all of them poorly educated, were
weeded out of the factories; the changes are that they will
never be needed there again.
Mr. Townsend • s article continues

~Ti th

Local 899, of

the united i\uto Workers ·union, reporting the lo.ss of 1,000
white collar workers in the Chrysler plant in Detroit.

In

fact one change cut the n~~ber of payroll clerks needed fro~

31Article, Challenge, February, 1961, P• 16.
32Ibid.
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200 to 60 clerks.

The railway employment loss since 1920

to 1960 was over 1.5 million workers.

The oil, chemical,

and atomic workers also claim losses.33
~tt.

Townsend claims that most

em~loyers

are unwill-

ing to talk about the impact of automation on the number in
their work forces...

They admit temporary displacements, but

few will concede substantial reductions. - Some will deny
existing conditions.
The New York Life Insurance Company, the fourth
largest company in the United States, consolidated with
automation.

The 250 offices located in various cities in

the United. States were reduced t ·o 17 offices with a savings
of· 5 million dollars.

The company has tripled its volume

of business during the past 15 years without increasing its
total number of employees.3 4
Because of

auto~ation ,.

however, the company has a new

"help wanted"· sign out, specifically for computer ·progra.'TIrner.s and people- trained in systems -analysis.

The electronics

specialist is the new office elite, always except for the
great sales

producers -~

. This was announced by President

34News item in the San Francisco Chronicle, October
3, 1962.
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Dudley Dowell, of the New York Life Insurance Company of
Arnerica. 34
The lon<T

~

effects of

~ utomation.

The long term

outlook of the effects of automation on the labor market
will be job displacement.

l-1ost changes or advances by the

new technology may be traced to a pattern of change that
occurred during the Industrial Revolution.

The· greatest

impact of the change "t'lould be on the displaced worker that
is not hired for the new skilled job.
Tra·c ing the changing skills that occurred during the
Industrial Revolution, one finds that the farmer or common
laborers did learn the new skills in operating the machines
that

'~ere

introduced into manufacturing.

The semi-skilled

and high-skilled jobs demanded in early days of mechaniz-ation \'rere met, and the

ne\~

skills and te.chn.ical training will

also be met in automated machines and computers.
According to a special report by Newsweek Magazine
in February, 1964, computers have proliferated so fast that
there is no absolute count of them any more.

Most of the

better market analyses estimate that about 14,500 store

34News item in~ Francisco Chronicl-e, October
3, 1962.
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program computers are nm·t in use for scientific, engineer-

ing and cornr.1ercial data processing.
In addition to these general purpose computers, there
are several thousand electronic card calculators, another
fe\'T thousand special purpose military computers, and nore
tha.n $100 million worth of analog corn!_)uters used for scien-tific and engineering ~rk. 15
The report also states that business, government,
and the military are spending- upwards of $4 billion a year
·for computers and the electronic processing systems.

There

is no sign of a significant slowdown in growth in their use

in the United

states~

The report lists 24 major suppliers

of digital stored programmed computers and if special military equipment and industri.al controls were counted as computers, the list would be increased considerably~
There is no doubt that computers actually raise
employment in many instances by creating n-~., jobs for
programmers, researchers, and other automation specialists.
To show the number of jobs and skills created by automation,

35 "Analog computers, " Bus ines ~'leek_, February 2 9,
1964, p_.. 70.
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at Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, for .example, there are
160 system planners, 600 programmers, 1,100

operators~

and

250 miscellaneous employees assigned full time to data
processing.

Also probably between SO and 70 International

Business Machines' employees are spending full time at
Lockheed. 36
Job disnlacement in the office.

The advent of the

type\'lri ter doomed the "To:rker whose clear handwriting had
been used for all business correspondence.

But a whole new

set of jobs sprang up for the typist, plant production
worker, salesman, and serviceman.
"The electronic computer•s impact on business today
is not too different, relatively speaking, f ·rom that of
a typewriter years ago,... says Joseph

l·r.

Barker, former Dean

of Columbia University faculty of engineering who is now
executive vice-president of the Office Equipment Manufacturers' Institute.
"Both eliminated some job categories.
new ones.

Both started

Both were created to solve a fundamental problem.

36.!El£.. , p. 81 •
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Each required skilled operators and each must have properly
prepared input data and distribution of output."

Dr. Barker

admits that mechanization has cost office jobs· in the last
five years.

But he says that while unemployment ·a mong cleri-

cal labor force has risen 1.2 per cent, the total employed
is up 17 per cent.

This is due to the fact that new jobs

have been. provided much faster than old ones shelved.
In -defense of the electronic computer, Dr. Barker
notes .:
Due to its speed, a computer has a ravenous appetite
for input data. It doesn•t create its own but depends
upon many people and lesser machines to pre-digest data,
f ·e ed this as input, tell it what to do ~rith in:put data,
and then disseminate the processed data.
So ,.,hen it comes to eliminating jobs, Dr. Barker
insists it is:
~

"Job categories, Yes:

People, No ... 37

displace-.,ent in s1dlled occunations.

An article

written by Arthur J. Goldberg, former Secretary of Labor
of the United States, sums up the problem of job displacement caused by automation:
Just the past 15 years we have seen dramatic changes

37sam Dawson, "Data r.1achines Taking Jobs," Stoc](ton.
Record, r.~arch 21, 1961, p. 30.
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,.,here some job fields have already declined siqnificantly, while others have taken on added importcnce,
t'1me. 38
.
still others have appeared for the f ~rst
In the physical _sciences alone w·e
fie-lds

~1hich

,.,ere completely

un1~no\·m

nO'I-1

need people in

15 years ago, fields

such as data telemetry, rnicrominimaturization and transistorized circuitry.
Changing

technoloq"~.f

has also had inporta...l'lt effec.t s

on many skilled occupations within the craftsman's

~roup.

In the case of the bla.cksmi th_, employment fell from 230 1 OO!J
a ha 1 f _ century as;o to about 40, 000 or 1 e s s no,·r; the
blm.,er 1 when automatic
the hand

ci~ar-rnru~er,

glass-blm-<~ing

s 1 ass

machines took over,

and the barrel-maker are further

examples.
On the other hand, technological changes have favorably affected other skilled occupations.
for the too-l and die-maker

\o~hen

Er;;plo:l'!Tlent rose

the metal-\·lOrking indus-

tries shifted to mass-prodtiction methods.

More tool and

die-nakers ,.,ere needed to make the cutting tools, holding
devices, and dies \·7hich were necessary for producing

38Arthur Goldberg, "Ho\'1 Will Automation Affect Your
Job?" Ponula.r 1-lechcmics, Vol. 117, No. 1, (January, 1962) _,
pp. 126-131.
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I

met-al parts in large quantities.
Since 1900 mechanization and

n~~

inv entions have

created many new skilled and specialized occupations,
evidenced by the

auto~obile,

airplane, and diesel mechanici

electrical a.p pliance servicemani instrument repairman;
telepbone-equipr:1ent ins-t aller; and operating engineer or C':)ns-

i)l;:! I!

I I'. ' -

truction-rnachinery operator.

,:

Some of the new occupations have grown enormously.

,! ,~ ~ I

About 750,000 auto mechanics are currently employed, more
than doubling the number

~~played

''-

25 years ago.

Technological change has had the greatest impact, on

an over-all basis, in the unskil'led laborers·• group.

In

1900 these workers represented one out of every eight manual
workers, but in 1960 they were down to one out of every
twenty.
At the turn of the century, engravers, locomotives
engineers, brick-masons, blacksmiths, and forgemen, metalmolders, and shoemakers "'ere so important in_American ·Industry that they accounted for one out of every four of the
skilled work force.

Today the proportion is

dm~

to about

one in twenty. 39

39tbid.
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Again in 1900, carpenters, mechanics and repairmen,.
cranemen and stationary engineers, plumbers, electricians
and telegraph and telephone linemen totaled a little less
than two out of eve·r;l five skilled '\'IOrkcrs •

Today it is

estimated that figure is closer to two out of every three.40
Change, therefore, is one of the major themes- of
today • s· story and of great importance and consideration to
the skilled ,..,orking men today.

Skilled workers needed.

"The need for

crafts~en

is

expected to rise by about 25 per cent, despite all the automation we can expect in the next ten years."

This was

st.ated by Secretary of Labor, Arthur Goldberg.41

This repre-

sents the greatest _deman-d for s1-;:illed "'orkers over experienced.

The need to train and replac-e about t"t.,ice the nUJ'!lber

of skilled workmen who will leave the t ·rades by death,
retirement, or transfers out of the skilled jobs is imperative.
Hr. Goldberg continues, "The over-riding question,
then-, is not whether automation will take the skilled "lOrker' s· job,- but '\·lhether the individual skilled "'\vorker will be

40Ibid.
4lrbid.
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able to withstand the forces of change in the techniques of
his j·ob."
The need for and the nQmber of blacksmiths dropped
steadily '\"/hen the ••-horseless- carriage .. began replacing the
horse in growing numbers after 1900.

This lack of need,

this change, was stretched over a period of· several lifetimes.

I ·t is known as

-n

absolute displacement."

Like the

candle dippers, blacksmiths have slo'\o.Tly disappeared as a
major skilled worker group in the United States. 42
Change is entirely different today.

First of all,

it is not taking place over a period of several working
life-t-imes, compounded by years of added work-life to the
average

~erican

workers; change is occurring within the peri-

od of one wo-rking

life~

in some cas-es even '\-Tithin a decade.

But this change has not been one of absolute displa.cement e::cept in a few cas·es such as the coal miners and the
automatic coal digger.
In many short term technological change situations
serious unemployment frequently
strike the older

em~loyces,

ap~eared.

It tends to

the semi-skilled and unskilled.

-

42Ibid.
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Some employees can be retrained for other ·jobs elsewhere
without loss of working time.

In other specific. instances, it ·

has been responsible for an increas·e in the number of jobs
or the creation of more specific skilled or highly technical
jobs.
In the long-run situation it· creates more employment
than it destroys.

Uodern automation is not. sharply differ-

ent in nature, magnitude, or influence on employment from
earlier types of technological change.

The problems of

short-term displacement are not distinctly different#
although the impact is primarily on semi-skilled workers,.
as compared with earlie.r changes that displaced the unskilled.
Historical evidence over tbe years has

she'~

that,

ins!Jite of all changes that reduced demn.nd for manpower in
particular jobs and industries, o.u r economy has _provided
jobs for a continually growing labor force.

'Vhile the net

effect of such change is to provide fewer jobs in many
industries and occupations, these same changes have
increased the expansion of employment in other jobs and
indust-ries.

Tlle fact that such changes tend, in the long

run, to expand ern~loyment opportunities and to increase the
value of each hour of work does not prevent occasional
serious hardship.

!
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TRAINING .lUID RETRAINING

According to Dr. Charles

n.

DeCarlo, Director of

Education for International Business Muchines, the real
problem in

P~~rican

industry today is finding people ·to do

the \>tork.

These are the creative people who can apply the

resu1 ts of technology at the top of t ·h e skill scale.

There

is a very real shortage of self-trained people who can
manage advanced technology.
people \ITith very 1m": skills.

There is also an excess of
These people mus.t be upgraded.

Dr. DeCarlo says that in our society today ,.,e are
looking so hard at the negative side--at unemployment of
which much is a function of lack of education, or job
displacement by automation, or school drop-outs--that \'o7e
fail to see our far more basi.c educational problems.
are needed to fill new· jobs and to create them.

People

vlhat we must

solve is the problem of train-ing people to take advantage of
what machines can do.

We cannot afford the negativism that

says machines are replacing men.43

43 sylvia Porter, "Reviffi'l Hade of Computers," Stockton
Record, December 28, 1962, p .. 25 •
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In this section the educational level of work force,
the unemployables, the young work force, the retraining
laws and the success of the retraining program in various
areas will be discussed.

The three

vi~moints.

~1hen

the machines do the ,.,ork

that men did, those who are chiefly hurt are the unskilled .
whose manual labor is not .neededr the young and untrained,
who find the available n.e w jobs beyond their

e~perience;

the middle-aged who find the skills they have learned over
the years are out-dated and um'lanted •.

We

al.so have a shrink-

ing skilled-labor market when the labor force itself ,.,ill
soon expand greatly.
Labor unions, business r.tana.gement, and government
officials hnve their ideas of ho,·.r this

preble~

of the 1960's

is to be met.
The union leaders urge spreading the e1vailable jobs
among more workers by snort·e ning the 'rork wce'k, lengthening
vacations, encouraging earl.ier retirements "d th pension
bene£i ts.

!1anagement C.01Jnters that all of these devices

cost money, just as much as

~·Tage

scale hikes do.

1\.nd it

argues that t'lith profit margins already sgueezed any higher

__________ ___________

,
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production cost ,.,ould cripple business and hold dm·m the
number of jobs rather than increase them.
Hanagement•s favorite solution

~·.rould

be to encournae

business by cutting taxes, holding dmm production costs,
fostering p:::of"i t malting.

These measures 1 i t is argued 1

\·lould mean more jobs in the long run, \·d th everyone the
gainer.
Government officials ,.,ant to boost the gro'i·Ith rate
'

!'

of the economy.

Some say more government spending \·rould

speed this, along vti th ta:: cutting to build consumer demand

I

I

and business outlay for

e;~pansion.

i

And !:lany officials rely

on guidelines that l'.rould hold do'm both ,.,age and price
increases to keep consumer demand rising.
For those already bit by automation,
labor, and industry have joined in several
retraining in skills still in demand.

goverr~ent,
atte~2ts

to offer

Uany also count on

rising ne'"' industries, such as those allied to the space
I

age,

~nd

the fast spreading services to . furnish

n~.,

job

opportunities.
Greater pressure is likely to build up for schools
to train pupils in new skills and for colleges to produce n
greater nu..rnber of the .h ighly skilled, needed in the ne''' age,

----------------------- ----·- .,
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including ·those people trained to operate the automation
Marvels.
Pu~lic ~

87-416.

Training or retraining May be

the ans,;·1er to part of the technological unemployment or the
hard-core unernployables.

If high school drop-outs can be

decreased,. the hard-core unemployables may also be- decreased.
The "Manpm.,er Developr.lent and Training Act of 1962"
has been on the books since l-1arch 15, 1962.

It authorizes

the Federal Government to spend $435 million over the next
three ·years to finance the training of at least one million
men and "'omen with obsolete or insufficient skills.
This act is a major break-through to,·.7 ard the solution of the problem of long-term joblessness among the young
and old in the Uni t ·e d States.

Ho:?e for the succes-s of the

program is based on the successful experience of industrialized nations of Europe on whose 1 a\'lS -our

O'\'ffi

are based •

Any person who is unemployed because- he does not have

sufficient skills to fill a job is qualified for training
under the act.

The law specifically mentions heads of

housebolds ..,;ho have been employed not less· than three years,
unemployed youths 16 years or older, and workers in farm
£amilies with less than $1,200 a year net family income.

!l-- - - - -· · - -
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Those working part-time because they are not adequately
trained to get full-time jobs would qualify.
Cash allowances are authorized up to 52 weeks,

eq~al

to the average weekly unemployment payment in the state in
which the trainee lives.

The national average for unemploy-

ment compensation is $35.00 a week, but the average varies
'\'Tidely from state to state; some run as little as $22.00
a week to as much as $42.00 a week.
The cash allo'VTances are limited to two groups.

The

first is the unemployed heads of families who had less ·than
three years of employment in the past. and the youths from
19 to 21 years of age.

~e

19 ·to 21 youths are limited to

not more than $20.00 a. ,.,eek, and the payments to them are
restricted to 5 per cent of the total authorized for training allo,.,ances.

The major aid clearly is for older tV"orkers

whose jobs have disappeared.
The training will be given in existing schools
throughout the country·:

public and private schools, voca-

tional ·training centers, colleges with vocational training
fac i lities.

·The law also requi.res the Secretary of Labor

to promote on-the-job training by states, private companies,
trade associations, labor organizations.

j --- ------
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training the Government will pay part of the cost.
If an unemployed person has to travel to get traininry,

he will get travel pay of 10 cents a mile- and living expenses
of up to $35.00 a \'Teek.
The emphasis w·ill be on developing skills that are
definitely needed n0'\'1 and by shifting those with aptitudes
into work which they are best fitted.

~-

man '\•li-th no a-l'ti-

tude for mechanics might be trained for a_ service job.

One

with distinct aptitudes might learn to operate a computer.
The State Employment Office will be in charge of the applicants.
The t.meMnlovables-.

To understand 'l.memployment, the

unernployables or the hard-core jobless must be defined.
The United St-at-es Labor Department is J~ee~ing close
watch over the long term unem~loyed covering a sampling of
1.8 million of the 2.8 -million "-'Orkers who received e::{tended
jobless aid between April, 1961, and July, 1962.

It was

noted for the most part that thes~ persons were the chief
source of support for themselves and their families and were

I

in the prime years of their \'TOrking lives.

higher proportion of women and older workers than in the
earlier samplings.

-- -- -

There was a

The urevious surveys found long-term
.J;
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unemployment largely concentrated in ranks of young workers •.
't-lomen 1 w·orkers ove-r 45 years,. ~regroes, and other minorities. 44
The Michigan survey tends to confirm the federal survey and others similar to it.
are broader in scope.

But its interest and findings

The commission officials have learned

much so far.
To an extent not suspected the hard-core not only
exists but persists as a highly singular class of unemployed
and unernployablesi these tend to be socially and economically
:'

isolated.

Length of unemployment is only one of tbe several

criteria for identifying and hard-co.re.

Other character-

istics include age, race, education level, work
and attitude.

e>~rience,

The· hard-core generally is so demoralized

that individual rather than mass treatment by job _placement
service-s is needed.

Existing government retraining progra1·ns

arefur above the heads of the hard-core unem2loyed, the
group that most desperately needs help in adjusting to changing technology.
The commission 1 s nanpm-1er Development Pilot Project
has confirmed ,.,hat has long been knmm about the bard-core.

44uThe Uner:12loyables 1 " Business T•:reek 1 Februa~.l 9,
1963, p. 68.
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The ages in its sar..pling range from 22 to 65 years, \'lith the
largest number in the 35 to 50 age group; 21 per cent have
finished high school, and 20. per cent finished grade school -;
65 per cent are unskilled ·and semi-skilledi and more than

half are- Negroes.

At one state in the study 35 per cent

of those intervie,.,ed said they '\·Tere living on '"'elfare, but
a final count bas hot been rnade.

:
j~

45

I

.{'t:
:~·: l

The hard-core lives in astonishing social, though
not necessarily geographic isolation.

'

·t

In Detroit their

homes and tenements are seldom more than a few blocks from
main streets that daily carry tens of thousands of reasonably well-off suburban commuters to and

fro~

work.

The hard-core unemployment of the 196o-• s hardly col!l; '!

pares in numbers with depression unemployment, when the 30
per cent joblessness touched nearly every fa."nily at some
time.

: _ I'

i

The hard-core unemployed are the social outcasts.
!

For instance,

;;

i;

·'
.'i

;I

I

l[:'I,

The labor counselors find it bard breaking through
the shell of unreality that is-o lation imposes.

·,

l.

·',.

some applicants have not had pernanent jobs since the Packard- plant closed ten ye-ars ago, but they have refused to

4 5Ibid.

I:

.! ·i.
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believe that the Pacltard jobs are gone for good.

The hard-core is further isolated by its inability
to handle jobs demanding skilled or even to corn!)ete for
unskilled jobs in a surplus market.

Ero!?loyers -are ta~dng

advantage of the slac1'-- labor market by hiring the best, the
youngest, and those with the most edtlcation.

Uany companies

are giving preference to high school graduates even for the
unskilled jobs.
Along· '\•tith racial and educational characteristics,

the hard-core has poor attitudes~ therefore, welfare d~pendency sometimes goes hand in hand with it.

Researchers found less welfare chiseling than some
critics ·i nsist.

Only a few of tbe intervieHees thooght the

govern.'l1'.en t m·ted them a living, cmd so:":\e bad refused ,.,e 1 f a:::-e
aia.16
The rnajori ty of the intervie,·Jees '"ere- dcc:'l~, dcjcct~c

at their inability to find \·lark,
that they needed psychiatric help.
husband '\·!hose \·.r ife became the

Some ,.,ere so der.~oralizcd
And more than one

brca~.,rinner

"·'hen he

find a job had lost self-respect and bcconc

unbalanced.

-

46rbid.
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·~~

·f

A su~prsing finding is that great ·numbers of the

.i

.'

ha.rd-core group had no idea as to hm·1 to go on a systematic
job hunt or even how to fill our applications.

This is a

re.flection of the high illiteracy rate.
Garth D. Bartly, Director of the llanpm-Ter Develop·. .

ment Training, said the Training ~ct can hardly be applied

;

r,:·,

to the hard--c ore peo::'le because they lost proauction jobs

; : •.~. I

·

beca.use of ·the inability to co::>e '\·Tith the n~·.r s1dlls demand-

·.

l
. 'I

.

To retrain the hard-core to compete '\•li th the yotmger

'

-

I,

'

': .

:.~~- ·

and better educated ,.,.or1~ers ,.,ho are pouring into the labor

i

i ' .. ..

-

'

ed.

J

\

i

'
'

.·ij ..~ ' .I
) ' ·!·

market '\·lould ta1<e months and use mo-st of the r.ct • s allot."nen~

· ~. i

.:.: .

,·..,· :
!L i
.! .

on relatively fe'\..r people. 4 7

A

n~..r

light on the training of the hard-core

'

··I : ;
. i~ ~

c~~e

, I i!
_r

1

\'Then !?resident Johnson decl-ared '"C".r on poverty and also

!
! :.• i:
I . ..

asked Congress for an increase in funds- for this project.

.

'

;

~

.,

This s-overnm.ent rcs.:_Jonsibili ty '\·rill be discussed in a later
I

.1

I
I,
,....

chapter.
Level

.I_

.

J

2f

education.

One basic problem in retraining

i

t

relates to the level of education of the em,!)loyces.

i

: I ,.

Studies

.j' j! 1.1.
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that '\•7hen ne'\v-

.

~I

. (

"1·

f '. .. ·,

.U!i:!: .!;:
~; ;

47~•r
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l
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'
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. :

r

:~

.

jobs involve significant changes in the level of skill, they

are ordinari1y filled from the
not retrained.

outside~

This practice is

almo~t

e:-dsting

,.,or1~ers

~rc

ah1ays true \·i hen ne,·.•

;J

!

..

I~!

jobs re~1 ire profes~ional or technical training.48

I.

In one plant, recently, ne,·T jobs that were created

:;

required a sound worJcing knowledge of the use and pre!'aration of blue-prints.

None of the employees available for

retraining had aproper background or aptitude for thi:s "'ork.
; . '1

Too much training "'ould have been necessary.
Not all new jobs will require greater skills, but
many ne\'l operations must be perfonned rnore ra!,)idly than tnc

~>
:t.,
., .
·i·. :, · l'

.I
] I
.~·

old ones ~

In fact, the willingness of ~~rkers to be

...
~

retrained is vital, becau-se forced education is seldon
successful.

But an incentive is generally present if there is

a real hope for a better job or a greater op!,)ortunity of if

•j i

i

there is fear of no job at all ~
Training only for possible jobs is just as vi.t al as
worker willingness for the success of a retraining prograM.
At a management meeting in Albany not long ago, an AFL-CIO

48Ed"~>tard T. To,msend, "Autor.~ation on the Displaced
l·:orker," Challenqe, February, 1961, P· 16.
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s!_:>okesrnan made that ::?Oint bluntly.:
if

th~re

"What's the good of it

is no job for the worker '\-Tho takes new training?"

I

. I

Fortunately automation is usually a deliberate,
limited development.

It advances slowly and unevenly

through a plant or community.
\'TorJ~

The normal attrition of the

force beb·Teen the start of planning for mechanization

and the beginning of automated manufacturing often can be
counted on to ease the impact of stepped-up production with
fewer ernployees.49
Educational status of the United States, 1962.
During· the past three decades the educational attainment of
the United States population bas increased greatly.
following

The

graph shm'ls the breakdo\m in age c;roups, percentage

average who completed. high school, and the medium school
years completed: 50

Years
65 and over
55 to 61
45 to 54
35 to 44
30 to 44
25 to 2~).

Per Cent 't-'1ho Have
Cornnleted Hiah School
22.6
32.2
45.1

Uedian School
Yrs.Comnleted
8.4

57.3

8.9
11.2'
12.2

62.8
65.9

12.4

12.3

•

1

:l

:·l·q/

jl;: .:

1 . ' ; .

l
~ij~ . : .J T

49rbid., p. 18.

il\

SONational Industri.al conference Board, "The Road 1-iaps
of Industry,.. From Bureau of Census, (Ne'" York) , 19 63 • p. 4.
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In l·1arch, 1962, there were about· 57.4 million high
school graduates in the United States, almost 45 per cent of
the civilian population 14 years of age and over.

The

figures sho,., that 64 per cent of the population in the 25 to
34 age bracket \-.rere high school graduates, '\·Thereas only 32
per cent of their counter-pa.rts of 30 years ago, those in
the 55 to 65 age bracket, completed high schoo1. 51
The essential traits of the hard-core are illiteracy,
unchanging attitudes, and immobility.

If the 25 to 34 age

I

bracket is used 1 the hard-core grou:? ,.,ould be among the 26

l

per cent of those '\·Tho have not completed high school.

I
j

This

is one of ·the basic reasons that ot1r hard-core unemployment

)
exists.

The indications are enlightening because according

to percentages the educated or persons completing high school
are increasing, but the actual number of hard-core persons
may increase due ·to

gro~ring

po!mlation ...

_The young "'orke-r s • crisis.

Une~ployment

of young

people is getting more attention because it is a problem
ev en when times are good.

51 Ibid • I p. 1 •

Young

~1'orkers

are the first to
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. 'i

' j

· · 1· "
. '' :

be laid off but the last to be rehired.

l

~

.

The shift of jobs from production to services, from
the

unskil~ed

to skilled j"obs, and· from farm to non-agri-

cultural jobs. causes a scarcity of those

bottom~rung

jobs: ·

the labor market.

·1
·

'I

I

.. ,i !.
I

-~, i ' ;

~' 'fll
~l '

! .,
.,

. I·

that were once the young worke·r • s traditional entry into

'

, I, '

~ ~

•.

:

l

Today•s high school graduate with no

special training finds few unoccupied jobs be can step into
and use as a sound working knowledge of the· use and preparatlon of blueprints.

None of the employees available for

retraining have had a proper background and aptitude for this
~rork.

Too much .retraining would be necessary.
Uc-.intenance workers in automated plants f .r e<;rUently

.need skills or combinations of skills beyond the practical
reach of machine operator-s or even craftsmen., such as
machinists 1 electricians, and plumbers.

A knmo1ledge of

. !:
:

' ·.

' i'
!

mathematics, physics, electronics, hydraulics, and other
sciences may be required.

Where they are, former factory

•
'

operatives cannot be

e~ected

to shift, even though retrain-

ing 1 into the n~., work. 52
Experts say that there may be limits on the advance-

52Tottnsend, o.r.

I
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ill·,

p. 18.
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rnent of factory operatives retrained for jobs in automated
plants but vigorously deny that operatives cannot rise at
. I

''

all.

It is a matter of individuals and, in large part,

their educational

bac1~ground.

The older man with sound

experience in an ope-r ator's job may be at a disad,.rant·uge.

l
I
I
j

j
j

The younger man, with more formal schooling in mathe~atics
and the sciences, has a much better base for retrainin(].
trot all new jobs will require greater skills, but
m.:my new operations must be performed more rapidly than the

They require more concentrated vigilance to co~-

!

old ones.

I

plex adjustments.

A

moment's lapse, perhaps only a minor

matter previously, can cause costly disruptions in a fully
automated process.
The willingness of workers to be retrained is vital,

a stepping stone to the

ne~t

. b 53

JO •

On the other band, those occupations ·that are gro\•Jing
the fastest are those of the professional and technical
specialists that require so much training that a person is
out of the worker class before he begins Hor1: •
Horeover, the huge sums spent for research nnd develop-

53 Ibid., p. 16.
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ment, $14 billion in 1963 to 19-64 compared to $5 billion

~

~:

,__ I
I.

dollars in 1953. will accelerate these trends.

II

,

This huge expenditure is a stiff challenge for an
economy that has averaged only 2-58,000 in annual job gro'trth

'l: I'
f

i

•( :

.
I

.ei·

;.
for the past five years.

There were 464,.000 new non-farm

jobs but a loss of 206,000 jobs on the farms.54
Automation by its very nature must cause considerable
changes..

Autonation, as 'tY'e see it now, is any machine or

inproved process that will replace or reduce the number of
"l0r1~ers-.

The impact of technological developr.1ents will be

greatest in big industry.

So the ,.,orker, especially the

young people who lack a skill and an adequate education,
'"ill be the hardest hit· by unemployment ..

Retraining- ,.,orJ~s in Belcrium.

Progra"!ls at the aban-

d-oned coal pits in Belgi u!n shm"l that ne1'/ jobs can be learned
but only by the relatively young and ca.!Jable.
it has offered no solution.

For most .men,

The e'cperience of Belgium in

retraining the unemployed is of particular interest in the
United States beca1..1Se Belgiun has a <;ro,ITing problem of
structural unemployment.

54corning: A Crisis for Young 1•1orkcrs," B.__,s-iness _Week,
February 16, 1963, p. 27.
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The Belgium exl'c:!rien.c e may be limited in its signific~nce,

because miners are a highly s:!_:>ecial 1{ind of unc:nployed

'\·ror1~er ,_

but does represent one of the most systematic,

scale retraining attempts available for study.
found that retraining works if the
and capable enough to learn

n~~

wo~~er

. ... r .·

I!,

lar~Jc-

The Belgians

is young enough

skills and if he gets ·train-

ing in fields· "l·rhere specific jobs c::ist.

Retraining, thm.1.gh,

is not a practical solution for the great majority of· employed
'\·mrkers.
These are almost the

sa~e

findings as those of the

.'\rmonr and Company automation committee that undertook a
retraining

progr~-n

nt a closed plant in Okl·s hoi.la City.

The setting for the Belgian experiment ,.,.as the unic:t.:.e

a.rea where 25, oo·o miners '\•rere em::::>loyed.
of the

~uropcan

Coal-steel Connunity ordered most of the

mines to close do'tm.
lem v-.ras not so

The High Authori t:-"

1\.1 though bad, the

enon:~ous

re-em::::>lo~.rrnent

as the figures suggest.

off miners '\·Jere eligible for pensions.

prob-

r-1any laid-

others, including

Italian nationals, returned horne when their jobs disappeared. 55

SSuRe.training 1'Torks--For the Fortunate Few,•• 3usiness
Heek {June 17, 1961) ., p .. 73.

L __ ______
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Severance pay ·was arranged hy the Belgian government which
paid less than half the cost of the financial arrangement.
The High Authority paid the work ·f orce of each closed mine
full "'ages for periods of four to twelve months.

T•Torkers

wh9 found permanent jobs in other districts received rehousing allowances, $120 for a bachelor and $400 for a married
man with an additional $40 for each child.

~1'or1~ers

who

applied and were acce:7ted ·f or retraining continued to draw
their full wages during the training courses.
$200 limit on all monthly wage payments.

Tbere was a

The local labor

office was in charge of both re-employment and retraining.
The tra-i ning courses were geared to the requirements
of existing industries and new industries coming into mining
sections.

Officia-l s estimated the cost of the retraining

program at $26,500 out of the total bill of $2 million
spent by· the High Authority and the Belgium Government.

To

date, some 100 ex-miners have been retrained for other jobs.
Even allowing for the fact that much of the retraining
program is just getting

unde~~ay,

this tiny percentage of

the 7,000 who have lost mine jobs since 1958, 1.3 per cent
indicates some ·of the various limitations of retraining or
the scale of utilization.

L___... ----- --
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The major obstacle to retraining ,.,as the age barrier.
After 35 years it is a rare underground worker who can be
trained for anything else.
ground was an advantage.
retraining but

bec~~e

A reasonable educational back-

Many did not even apply for

the unskilled laborers for the new con-

struction jobs planned for that area.56"
Retraining in the United Sta.tes ..

A

bakery using

pre-World Nar I.I equipment found that in order to survive it
would have to cut unit production costs by chinging over to
the latest automated equipment to be housed in a new plant.
The change-over took two years.

The company called in union

representatives to begin to iron out,. far in advance, matters
affecting workers.

In a screening ·p rocess many workers ,.,ere

found to have talents that could be used in highly technical
jobs in the new plant.

Some workers were laid off when the

move was made; employment dropped 4.4 per cent the first
year.

But three years later employment in the new bakery

was six per cent higher than before automation, and the

56.f....2:._
b'd • I p. 74 •

89

average wage, for upgraded jobs in the bakery was 60 cents
an hour higher than before.57

of the General Electric Company.

Schenectady, Ne'h' York.

Some time ago General

a porcelain operation in

The· workers involved had follo,.,ed

their fathers into· the plant.

The company undertoo1t · to

J

j

j
i

I

retrain all those willing to learn a new skill.

workers

were tested for interest and aptitudes: job opportunities were
surveyed.

The dis!_)laced ''?Qrkers , .,ere then given training

for specific jobs outside the plant and at the expense of
General Electric.

'! :r
.1

displaced by automation can be taken from the experience

dm~

fl.
' !i

Other examples of success.ful retraining of workers

Electric decided to shut

I. ~~

If the training did not deve1op the skill

needed to get a new.job, the testingwas repeated.

In a few

instances, men set in their ways failed to respond· favorably to retraininq until after the third and final effort to
fit them into ne,., fields of work at General Electric or in
other plants in the area.
vfuen General Electric's porcelain plant closed, only
-a handful of worke.rs w·as left jobless.

!-!any

of them ste::?ped

57Ed~-1ard T. Tm~sencl, "Automation and Displaced Work-

ers," Challenge, February, 1961, p. 17.

:
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into higher paying jobs; only a few were employed at lower
wages than formerly..
.be done

\V'i

The program was a model of what can

th the help of careful planning if a management

is prepared to spend time, effort, and money and if jobs
are available for those who can be retrained.
A similar situation arose late in 1953, when General

Electric's plastics department announced that it would leave
Pittsburgh, a move that would cost 102 moldmakers their jobs.
By <?areful planning and much hard work, .every one of the
102 was placed.
A

Some, ·ho\'lever, accepted .lower rated jobs.

year later, when the industrial heating department moved

out of Pittsburgh a11d 150 employees faced the loss of their
jobs, General Electric repeated what it had done for the
moldrnakers. 58
Retraining works, if there are planning, time, and
money for the training

progra~.

Of course, in addition,

i

i

the trainee must be willing to be trained, and there must

I

I

be available schooling facilities and job openings.

58Ibid.
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CHAPTER V
I

A -CASE STUDY OF THE TECID:!OLOGIC.'U.
·ADVANCE IN THE CCl'U, INDUSTRY

In this chapter a study of the coal mining industry
will be made to illustrate how mechanization or

n~~

tech-

nology in the coal mines has reduced labor cost and
increased production.

It is not the intent of this chapter

to· discuss in detail the miner·• s union policies or their
fight to po""er.
The case study of the coal industry was chosen
because the facts and figures are available, a basic fuel
used in industry is now diminishing in use, the miners had
a strong

union~

the pressures for mechanization were present

and unemployment still persists in the nation's coal mining
regions.

So the whole picture of the effects of te·c hnoloCJi-

cal advance on an industry actually took place.

The solu-

tion to the unemployed miners of the .so-called "Ap!'alachia"
area is yet to be achieved.
It would be unfo..ir to discuss the coal industry \·lithout mentioning John L. Le,·ris, retired President ·of the United
l1ine l·7orkers • Union.

..

- ·--------- - - - -

It \'las John L. Le,...,is • stubbornness

----------------~--- ·
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and his undying fight for higher wages and better conditions
in the mines
tions.

~ed

to many changes in the coal mining opera-

!-lost writers believed that the United r-line Hor1<::ers 1

Union, under the leadcrshi? of John L. Lewis, priced much
of its labor out of the market, and consequently caused
the su.bsti tution of machinery for labor.

.r~lso

the number

of '·10rk stoppages in the coal mines caused users to ·turn to
oil and gas.
The coal industry had to be mechanized to increase

production to meet the price and wa. ge demands.

I.n

f~ct,

the miners' union agreed to mechanization, even though it
\·TOuld cause unemployment.

I

I

I
I

To

ta1~e

care of the uner:t?loyed

miners, a \'lelfare and retirement fund ,.,os set up on the
production tonnage basis.

This fund 't'lill be discussed in

·a nother cha!?ter.
The consuMption of coal, area of technological

advance, production cost, productivity rates, capital investrnent, 't·rages, enploynent, and the social cost in the coal
mining industry will not·! be discussed.
Abundant supply of· energy
mineral fuels is a

-- ·-- ---- .

---- --·- ---------

funda~ental

-- · --.. --

fro~

economic requirement of modern
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1-..rnerica.

tHth a population "'-'hich accounts for slightly

more than 5 per cent of the world's total, the United St-ates
in the 1950 • s \'laS consuming more than one third of the vrorld' s
energy supply.

Thus, annual per capita consumption. of energy

in the United States· was about nine tons of coal equivalent
per Ilers.o n, about six times the w·orld average .-59
The transformation of the American economy resulted
·from its shift from the great

cons~~ption

enormous consumption of oil and gas.

of -coal to the

In a single decade,

1945 to 1954, the consumption of gas and oil equaled that
of coal.

Coal as an energy source runs behind crude oil,

natural gas, and hydropm\Ter. 60
In 1958, according to the most nearly complete data
available, 45 per cent of total energy consmnption was supplied by oil natural gas liquid, less than 25 per cent by
natural gas, even slightly less them 25 per cent by coa·l ,
and just under s· per cent by bydropm.,~r. 61

59sar.~ H. Schurr and Bruce c. :t1etschert, Enerav in
the Al·neric<"n EconoT!ly, lss·o-1975 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1960),. p. 1.

6°Ibid • I p. 2 •
6lrbid., p ... 2.
J

'I
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The use of coal after World War I \'las about 75 per
centr following Warld War II, coal accounted for one-half
of the nation • s total energy source .& Although coal is
diminishing in use as compared with other fuels, the produc·tion of coal is increasing slightly each year.
demand from
industry a

u~ilities
n~..,

Strong

and export markets is giving the ·coal
Coal is also a base for many ne'\-1

life.

products in the line of synthetic fibers.

j

I
j

~2!

technical advance.

Mechanization in strip

mining has more than doubled the mining of coal.

In 1958

the productivity per man-day averaged about twenty-two tons
as compared to nine tons in underground mining. 62
The increased production is caused by the develop-

ment of the "super-giant" shovels, together with the bucket
wheel. excavator.

Other important technological advances

have involved improvements in drilling or even complete
elimination of drilling· requirements and enlarging hauling
capacity of trucks.

New drilling equipment has been developed

to drill deeper blast boles and mechanical tamping, which
reduces the labor time.

The development of hydraulically

62rbid., p. 12.
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controlled steel ripper teeth mounted on a heavy tractor,
using its weight and power · to penetrate the coal in the same
way cracks spread through a piece of glass hit by a heavy

stone was another improvement.

Striking improvements in

removal and delivery facilities have come with the develop.rnen t of large.-capaci ty trucks since 1940. 6J
~1ining by

auger has become an important supplement.

to strip mining in some areas.

The augers are used to capture

the fringe areas after direct stripping is exhausted.
underground mining is fast catching up with strip
mining with the introduction of the continuous coal-cutting
machine.

The machine accounted fo·r about 20 ~r cent of

the total production of 1950 and increased considerably in
1960.

This continuous mining machine has caused a dramatic

reduction in manpower with conse~Jcnt rise in labor producti vi ty.

Improvements have been rr.ad·e in the mechan i c.al load-

ing devices and hauling equipment, which have reduced manpower.

~~other improvement in mining was the technolo~
used to reduce the proportions of impurities in the r.'lined

63~.,

p. 12.

,.

I _;
.
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coal and to provide a delivered · product of high quality.
This advance made it possible, for

example~

to supply coke

ovens with a satisfactory raw material produced by coal
resources of lm"ler quality.

Some 60 per cent of all bitu-

minous coal mined is no,., treated in preparation plants. 6 4
Technological advance.

The Bur-eau of .r.1ine figures

showing the proportion of stripping, the extent of mechanical loading underground, and annual output rates are simple

'

.!

averages for each coal mining state.

They are conventionally

II
[

used as indicators of the rates of change in productivity
and of the timing of the advance of technology.

Attention

'f
.,

'

should, however, be brought to their short-comings, because
averages are not for identical mines through the years.

I

They blur the pattern of new· technology actually taking place.
In a period of rising coal production, conventional ne\'1

j

entries cover up technological changes being made by older
j

I

firms, '"bile during a period of shrinkage the disappearance
of mines which were only marginally effective
ments of earlier years

64 rbid.

I

ap~ear

~akes

II
j. :

j;
-I
!
'•.:
l

improve-

as if they were of recent

'

p ... 12'.
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occurrence.
fi~Jres

Unless these facts are understood, the gross

might be assumed to be

~ore

precise measures of the

timing o·f technological advances than is actually the case.
The statistical averages are used both to give
insight as to how technology has affected a particular industry in its production method·s and to indicate the diminish-ing use of the produce as a fuel.
·I .

Production costs.

:t.n

outstanding characteristic of

I

coal production is that labor constitutes a relatively
large proportion of the total input for coal production.
This is reflected in the industry's cost.

Evidences suggest

J

I

,i

·;
;a

that labor costs constitu-te at least half of tb.e tot·al costs,

i

J
J

on the average 1 for bituminous and lignite mines in the
United States.

i

'I
I

i

I
j

This fact -can be demonstrated by using the indu-strywide statistics available for 1956.

Taking $2.81 as average
L

hourly earnings during 1956 in the industry

fro~

i
..i

the Bureau

!

of Labor Statistics data 1 the wages for an eight-hour day
are $22.84.

Dividing this by 10.79 tons the average

~roduc-

tion per man-day in 19 56 gi ve·s labor costs or $2 • 08 _per ton.
This includes overtime and shift differentials, but does

o'

jl
lj.
~ ~.i

f

,j.,
:
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not in·cluae vacation and royalty payments to the union
welfare fund.
Vacation pay is about 8 cents per ton and taken
together with royalty

~ayments

of 40 cents and to straight

labor costs, gives total labor cost. of $2".56 per ton.
Dividing this by $4.93 per ton, the average F.O.B. mine

price of coal produced in 1956 yields a figure of 51.9 per
cent for labor cost versus total costs.65
Labor cost as a percentage of total producing and
a.dministrative, and selling cost in United States bitum.inous coal mines in 1946, \'1ere 62.6 per cent.

Por 'band.. ~

loading" mines, 1 abor cost '\·Terc 6 9 • 3 per cent; for "mechanized mines" they were 62 per cent; and for strip mining,
16.1 per cent.

I

Technology or high. mechanization of the working tool

J

is gradually replacing miners in the J_:>roduction of coal.

I

The chart on the following ·page

sho,o~s

the average output

per man-day in the United states bituminous coal and lignite
mines, from 1940 to 1959:

·I

I
~I
65rbid., p. 325,

,,
II

~~
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TABLE I

---

66schu rr, on. c i t., p. 327 .
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Table I shows the gradual increase in coal produci

tion :'er r..an-day and this points to the use of improved

j

equipment.

I'

is much lower than auger or strip mining.

i

un<rergrounc1 mining has doubled, yet the yield
The over-all

average of mine production gives a clearer picture of
increased production per man-day.
Price of coal.

Although statistics do not reveal

the hunan element in the produc.t ion of coal,
story of the efficiency of mechanization.

they do tell a

t'Ti th the usc of

ne~T fuels coal is slowly losing ground as- the rr.ajor duel,

yet the price of

c~al

has advanced only a little.
.

per 67
Short Ton
Pr~ce.

~

$4.12
3.91
4.24
4.30
5.36
5.58
-4- .. 53
5 •.16
5 .. 09

1920
1930
1935
1940
1945
1950
1.955
1960
19-61

As listed on the chart above, the price per ton fron

67Economic ~lmanac, 1962, p. 372.

-
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1925 to 1961 has risen less than a. dollar per short ton.

i

This tells us a story, since labor has risen more than
three-folds since 1925.
Hou rs

~

earninqs

~bituminous

use of machines has reduced hours of

coal niners.

worl~

The
·I

'\•Tnile advancing

their earnings to newheights, as Table I I will show.
This tcl>le sbm·TS the average hours

~1orked

per week

have slo'\·Tly decreased from 1946 "lith an average of 41 -. 6
hours to an average of 36 hours per week in 1960.

But '\·1age

earnings per '\·reek have alnost doubled since 1916.

Hourly

earnings have also doubled in the fourte·e n year period
since 1946 and even more since 1939.

Employment fiqures

.in.

the mining industry.

1-iechani-

z .ation has also decreased employment in the bi turninou:s mining

~

'

,ji·I

\;
l
'

industry.

!

In the forty years, since 1920, employment

decreased· nearly to one half.

The following figures in the

chart are taken from the sureau of Labor Statistics: 69
tTo. of

Year
1920
1930
1940
1950

:I
l

.1 :

'i

·'· I

;!

,.

n
1

Workers
1,230,000
1,000,000
916,000
889,000

69Economic 1\lm<:mac, 1962, p. 40.
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TABLE II

HOURS AND EARNINGS OF

BITUUINOUS COAL MINErts68

Average
weekly

D-ate

Average
Hours
per ":•7P.ek

Earnings

Average
Hourly
Earninqs

1960
1959
1958
1957
1956
195·5

36.0
36.4
33.9
36.6
37.8
37.6

$117.72
118.30
102.38
110.03
106' . 22
96.26

$3.270
3.250
3.020
2.020
2.810
2.560

1953
195·0
1946·
1939

3-4.4
35.0
41.6
27.1

85.31
70.35
58.31
23.80

2.480
2.010
1.401
.886

! .

68

Ibicl., p. 88.
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Productiv:ttv rates.
varied because

~any

unit operations.

4.6 tons per
day.

Out::;mt rates by individual

~in.es

of the mines were hand-loading and single

In Kentucky the output rate calculates to

man-d~y

and to an average of 7.4 tons per nan-

In l·lest Virginia, the average output from deep-r!dnes

\·Tas under six tons per man-day.
mines scattered throughout the

l'7est Virginia. has 543 small
co~l

mining area employing

less than five employee-s each, and in 1955 they produced

D.

total of over 1,000,000 tons, probably by hondloading.
A similar situation e::<~isted in Pennsylvania, their

production ·rate being some'\•!hat under four tons per dey.
In 19"5 5, the average rate of the least proclucti ve
r:lines ,.,as 4. 8 tons per man-day.
is the

dete~ining

The thickness of seams

geological factor in production due to

the s~ace and ore available and the ease of access. 70
Some British mines yield

an~~here

from half a ton

to four and one half tons per man-shift corrected to short
tons ,.,as considerably bclm·Y United States production.

In

·1 939· the United Kingdom averaged 1. 7 short -to_n s; .in 1950 and

i

I
I

"70 Econo.....
... 1· c Alman ? .C, .!.2,g, p. 40 •

--~~----
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1955 they averaged 1.8 tons, and in 1959 they advanced to
1. 9 short tons.

As the British are slm" to adopt the new
:,
I .·

mining methods in coal production, most of the work is done

'

·Ili(

by physical labor. 71
Table III shows productivity in

bitTh~ inous

ih~·

coal in

the United States from 1939 to 1959.

·;l~ . :

'

• : i).

' .': 1
I ... ~-

The effect of improved equipment on the known large

il!

reserves of thick, long, unmined· coal seams had begun to
sho,., in the averages in 1955.

I·
Capital investment.

!I: 'I

i:'~l; ; . . .

The c apital investment in 1954

•

per mine was $67.937.7 2
about doubled since 1944.

\1

I

)'·' ..

The amount invested per mine has

:'f ; '

!i
''I. ;·

1,1J,;

High capital investment '\·Tas asso-

ciated with higher output rate and high hourly wage

'

I

1

pa~~ents

··:! rJ

and, also, not be overlooked, with the careful selection of

i~'·

: .'J!. . . ,.

skilled personnel.

I'

:

~

'" .
n.ising '"acres and productivity

in,~~

,j,·l: i ·; Ii

.I· '
.

industrv.

.

\ :. .

'

II i.·,f1 ·.

Table IV illustrates indexes of compensation per men-hour,
employment co-st per ton, and output per man-hour.

I

I

The

I

' .

I .•
I .;

f :.

. i' .

' . /i''1I
1.<

.•t

7lc. L. Christenson, Economic Develoument in Biturni(Boston: Harvard University Pres.s, 1962), p. 181.

--

.

Jll'll

~ ~

72Christenson,on. cit •., p. 197.
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TABLE III

PRODUCTIVITY IN BITUrD:~10US CO.'\L IN'
THE UNITED STATES FROl'·! 1939-1959 73

73Economic Almanac,

L_.__

P· 99.
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period covered is from 1939 to 1960.
In bituminous coal mining, output per
slowly from 1939 to 1950.

rose

m~~-hour

Then the rate of increase began

to go up very rapidly, as the United

r.~ine

Workers encouraged

mechanization in exchange for hiCJher wages and welfare
payments.
wages.

Until about 1950 the wage cost per ton rose with

Since then, however, there has been a slight decline.

Output rose more

ra~idly

than hourly wages.

capital invested per worker in 1958 was over

I

I

I

amount in 1948.

The
2~

a~ount

of

times the

Partly because of the increase in capital

costs, which made possible the rise in man-hour productivity, the industry's re1te of profit fell in the 1950's.
Social

~

i£ terms 2f unemolovment.

The social

cost of mechanization in the coal industry was broken dm..m
by states in 1959 as

j
I

I

sh~~

in Table

v.

I !

The total number of unemployed miners varied from
county to county, and the number ha.s increased •

The report

J

J

..

'

1(
!

I
! ;..

from the Un.ited .t-Une 'N'orker.s • W'elfe1re and Retirement Fund
shows that in ten years from 1950 to .1950, the

nu~ber

of

active pension recipient-s has almost doubled.

In 1950 the

number 'tvas 38,690 pension recipients; in 19-60 the pension

!1

l
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TABLE IV
RISING WAGES AND PRODUCTIVITY
IN THE COAL INDUSTRY

Index:

1947 - 1.00

7.9 (Compensation
per man-hour)

192.5 (Outp ut per
man-hour)

I

116.0 (Employment

j

cost per

i

ton)

/

I
'.

I

Source:

Bureau of L·a bor Statistics

• J

I I; ;

l<

-l·i · I
: il\

i'

.

' . ')

-1. ' '

!j
I
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r

.j

recipients increased to 66,7~0. 7 5

i
;

In the co-al industry the nachines bave lived up to
expectations in reducing labor cost and increased production.
jobs

The social cost is measured in terns of decreased

in

the mines and the number of unemployed miners.

!tr

I
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TABLE V

THE SOCIAL COST OF MECR.~liZATION
IN THE COAL I:t:!DUSTRY
BROI-mN Dm·m BY STATES 7 4

1959

Total
State

Indiana
Illinois
KentucJcy
Alabama

Tennessee
Pennsylvania
l':"est Virc.:rinia
Virginia

Countv
1
3
6
1
1
2

4
1

Number
Unemployed

.:

15,159
119,700
145,550
16,580
16,500
80,000
92,410
2"0,250

1,300
23,600
26,800
1,340
2,300
13,500
19,650
2,300

'/.

I

I

I
74rbid., p. 2s1.
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CEAl'TER VI

L1\I30R

UNI0~1S

FACING THE

CHALLEt~GE·

The Labor Unions are being forced to face the challenge of technological change because automation is slowly
sapping their strength through job displacement and rising
unemplo~'!ttcnt.

The demand for \·1e1ge increases is ta1dng a

back se-at to demands for job security.
The rank .and file members arc 't·Torried about loss of
jobs as

'~ell

removals,
~ents

as about mergers ·a nd consolidation, plant

sub-contractin~,

and other plant-level develop-

that could affect them individually.
The course of action the unions are tru{ing to meet

the serious problems is to demand high wa.ges for larger
inco::te., "\·rhich means nore !_:>urchasing pov1er for labor.
This is the popular aim in labor union ·thinkin·g as
e~~plained

by J. .U. Clark.

llr. Clark counters '"i th another

thought that ., surely as there may be a

'"a~c

rate too high

for ma.":imlll.l ernplo~lment, so there must also be one too

lm.,."1

1 navid HcCord l7right., ~ Im-nact !2i_ ~Union (Ne,.,
York: Kelley and Uillman, Inc., 1956), p. 12 •

...._ _____ .
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Of course, if the

vol~me

of employment declines the same

percentage as the ,·mge rate is increased 1 there

~-!ill

be no

more labor.
Declining union rnembershiu.
its toll o£ union mem.l:lers.
me!nber~

1

Automation is taking

The major unions are losing

sone shm·T no change in mernbershi!', and other unions

are inclined to avoid citing membership details.
According to the Labor

De~art~ent's

Bureau of Labor

Statistics, total membership of unions in the united States
·declined to 17,630,000 in 1962.2
487,000 in two years.

of 18,117,000 in 1960.

This is a net drop of

The unions re9orted a total membership
One million of the new total are

outside of the United States, and most of· them are in the
canadian division of the United States unions. 3
The 17,630,000 total does not include some 450,000
nembers of snnll indepencent ·unions becavse most of

the~

are dealing ,.,ith a single employer or _plant.
~

of Confidence.

more independence

Last

bccau~e

Local labor units are sbo,...,ing
their basic problcn is to nain-

2"Net Drop of 487,000 in Union Uembcrship During the
Years Reported by B.L.S ... Bnsine.ss ~, Decer.ther

~·lo

lt!-1 1963.

3sta.tistical ~\bstract, 1963, p. 250.

!

I

''
"; :
.:

!

i
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tain job security.

Technological emprovement in the past

years eliminated the common laborer's job, but auto~ation
is elininating both the skilled and the sc~i-skilled ,.,orJ:cr.
Lack of real conficence sho,·Ted "'hen the United n.ubbcr
h'orkers' Union rejected their international officer • s

I

proposals to increase

I

The United

d~es

CtcehvorJ~ers'

for the political action fund.

Union convention in . Sc:;>tcm:'Jcr, 1962,

I

turned dovm its internationnl officers'

J

bolster the steel unions'

I

stron~ urgin~s

trcasu~r thro:~gh

an

11

to

If needed"

!

I

asscs~~cnt

their

O'\·m

authorization.

U<my other u:1ion delegates at

conventions questioned openly ,.,hcther labor and

its unions· can ezr>cct to relieve· the '\·rorkers' basic problems

by any of the solutions proposed so

Pa'' cuts.

~-

L'

far.~

t·nten unern!'lo:.rn.en t is. hi <;h, unions rate

job· security over pay is·sues.

Uoney is still critic ally

involved in bargaining, but nore in tecrs of total

costs tha.'1 of More noney in pa~,. en'\relo_I)CS.

lc~or

~:hilc t~nions

still dci.!cnd norc '"ages,. nany sho'·' a ,.,illin~css to settle
for

,...
S ,..,.,.,ll
'·'"· e_._

··ns '·"""en
r,oors close
vu
....

gal.~

~chir.c

thci= necrotiato:-.t:
_

It is .not l:.cccssaril1r t'hc.ir

choice~

~"Unions Tulk Big, B>.:tt ~·:.Jrry," B'~~siness ~,

bcr, 19G2, p. 56.

Sc::to'l':1-

I,

I
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ma..TlY CC1nnot do othek"·Tise.

1'.. nu.-r:1ber of '\·1arye rcductior..s '\>Tere

negotiated by the A<":lalgated Heat Cutters anc B"t1tchers
men to save pla.nts and j ·obs.

High union labor costs

~Ior1~!?~.1t

e!':'!;?loyers at a COr!'l!_:>ctitive disadv-antage in a lm·.t-'\·."agc area.
The

Te~~tile

Norkers Union of A-r:1erica in t:!ew

rayon industry agreed not to

maJ~e

~ngland'

s cotton-

ne\·T \>lctcJe demands in 1963.

The union said tha.t it did not 'I·Tant to a.d d to the proble::ts
of nany employers that w·ere "highly vulnerable" at that

t
~

t):.:·
I ,I
.;i
l:ll '1'·:l':··.i

:j!'

I

1.1' " !

'. r· ·

. .n,.
Ifi'1 1 ·.·
1

time.

Another e:-::a-:-:1:_:>le of unions \'filling to settle for less

is t ·h e ca·s e of the United

steel'\.;ror1~ers

• Union.

The Steel-

\'rorkers, a strong union in a strong industry, was consioer-

I

·.

,

t ..

..!It::
~

'

I

ing foregoing '\V"agc demands and acce='ting only job security
gains.

I
j

:.

J

The steel union shares the industry•s concern over

the impact of foreign steel

~reduction

and the competitive

effects of nev1 .Products in the domestic market. 5

I

Some union officials 2.lso feel that a '\·Tage increase
would be dangerous and detriiT.ental to their efforts.

At a

labor council meeting t:a.t Goldfinge:!:' said.:
The pay trend is dangerous. A nation cannot be
prosperous if industry•s efficiency and ability to
product increase rapidly ••• and there is only a slow
increase in buying power and wages.

511 Steel Union Settles for Less," Busine.ss ~' Barch

9, 1963r P• 103.
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Goldfinger, AFL-CIO Research Director, contends that smaller
annual wage gains, coupled with social security

t~~

increas-

cs and fewer hours of work, contributed to a slm·1down of sales
of nbig-ticket" consumer goods. 6
Wages are only one element of total income.

Profits,

rents, interest, indirect business t ·ruces (government income)
are equally income and more or less equally available for
buying currently produced goods.

i
j

It is not wage rates that count for income but wage
rates times man hours.

If demand for labor is quite elastic

less will be spent at high rates than at low rates.

Unions

J

I

have set wage rates and in some areas have guaranteed hours
of work; hence, the final goal is job security.
Both the employer and government think that further
'\·Tage increase moderation would be good for the people.
Jacobson, late

m~_naging

director of the International Hone-

tary Fund, said in a lecture in New York that
~ustralia

Per

11

s,.,eden and

largely escaped the depression of the 1930's

~r

taking firm stands that increases in wages should be curbed
while high-level unemployment needed reducing."?

6 tbid.

7rbid.

I
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Efforts at

meeting~

challenge.

In meeting the

challen<Je of auto!!tation, which caused high

·,

'i

unem~loY!Jent,

.I,.

job loss, and dwindlin<] union membership, as well as a
decreasing number of workers in fields fertile for union
organizing, the unions tried many methods.
The United P. .uto i'lor1<ers tried to solve these problems in 1961
ing tables.

~J

stressing job security benefits at bargain-

/'
;·It
; '

They tried through such indirect wage plans as

['

supplemental jobless benefi t ·s # pensions, medical care insurance, and short \·mrk ·t·leek payments.
wor1~er

They

~..ranted

to stabilize

,,

income and put a cost restraint on management • s free-

dam to automate factories, transfer

o~erations,

and hire

and fire. 8

i

For the most part·, these benefits only pulled the net

1

t

of security tighter around workers already ent::>loyed, "'ithout
giving more jobs to the jobless.

E: {~anding

emnlovment.

In meeting the challenge of

technological change, the unions are- seeking means of
eX}) and ing

ernplo~'!'nent

or spreading the ,.,o_rk.

8 "unions Get the Word," Business ~'

J.l!ay

j

. !

i

~

12, 1962,

p. 112.

I
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The United Steelworkers extended vacation of industrial sabbatical plan gives ·three months off every fifth
year to the
list.

to~

50 per cent of each employer's seniority

The unions believe this plan, which went into

effect in February of 1964, will add 20,000 to 25,000 jobs in

The Amalgated· Clothing Workers of America and the

Clot·h ing !1anufacturers • Association have negotiated a third
week's vacation for 125,000 workers in the man's and boys•

The contract went into effect. June 1,

1962, affecting 700 companies.lO
Another Means of expanding employment is to shorten
the work "tiTeek.

J:n the early days of l'.merican labor, the

length of the '\-vork day and work lveek was second only to
wage·s in the interest of workers •

Unions fought during the

1820's and 1830's to substitute a 10-hour day for work from
sunrise to sunset.

Once the 10-hour day was obtained, union

pressures began fo·r nine hours.

In the post-Civil llar

1860 •.s with unemployment high and production increasing

i

despite fewer ,.,orkers, unions demanded shorter work

wee1~s

.1

I

'

~Basic Steel Jobs," Business ~, February 8, 196-1,
p. 70.

10

Ibid., p . . 70.

I'
\ J·

the basic steel industry.9

clothing· industry.

I,.
'i

r
1~7

to provide more emplqment.

They rallied behind the philoso-

;~

l

phy of Ira Ste,.,ard, who urg.e d an eight-hour day to spread
jobs and increase pay.

~

The unions adopted the slogan:

I

"\•7hether you work by the ·p iece or by the day, reducing the
hours increased the pay." 11
In 1963 the United Brotherl:lood of Ca.rpenters and
Joiners Union voted to undertake a "vigorous" ca.-npaign for
a 35-hour work week at 40-hours· pay.

The International

Stereotypers and Electrotypes members now work
a week.

37~

hours

The International Brotherhood of Electrical Hor k-

ers is seeking a 32~hour work week with reduction in pay.l2
Another example of spreading the wo·r k is provided in
a new contract covering employees· of the Bridgeport· Packing.
Company's bakery division in Anaheim, California.

The

bakers work a four-day week, followed by four days off.

The

plans call for a 10-hour work day, eight hours at straight
pay and two hours at time and a half.
I

over a.n eight-week

cycle, the work will average out to a 35-hour week.

The

I

35-hour week is standard for the Pacific Coast baking indus-

I

try.

Other companies' employees work seven hours a day,

ll"Historic Issue Revived," Business ~1eek, May 6,
1961, p. 91.
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five days a week. 1 3
~

security.

Another challenge to automation is

found in a job-s-ecurity clause in most contract.s .

All

workers at the· Kaiser Plants are guaranteed from lay-of-f s,
even with their successful profit sharing plan.l4

The

United Workers have negotiated a guarant·e e of 32 hours of
work or pay in a contract covering 2,500 workers employed in
the four plants of National casting Company.

~·Tork time is

1
undertain in the industry of strong competition. 5

In 1960

the Pacific !·:aritime shipping industry and the International
Longshoremen and Narehousemen's Union pact gave longshoremen protection from technological unemployment and guaranteed a minimum weekly wage 1 and older workers were gi -,.ren a
financial incentive for early retirement. 16
of job security is found in the railroads.

13~.

I

~nother exa~ple
For years the

P• 120.

14"Kaiser Plan Passes First Test," nusi.ness 1-Teek,
March 4 1 1963, p. 48.
l5"mr;·1 Seeks Job security, Safety," BllSin~ss Week,
January 4, 1964, p. 68.
16"Peaceful 1\utomation Pays Off," B•1siness Week 1
May 26, 1962, p. 136.
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rail·road workers kept the "full crew" law enforced until

ii

they lost the "featherbedding" issue in the courts in 1963.
Sta.rting f ·rorn the end of February, 1964, operating railroads have the right to begin eliminating operating crewmen they consider unnecessary in yard and freight diesel
service.

But in 17 states "full crew" laws, enacted some

fif.t y years ago, may stc:.nc in the way of redu ctions.
A good example of "featherbedding" is the New York

State railroads.

They are still under laws ena.cted in the

stea-m era, ,,,hich have made it necessary to employ about
1,500 "unnessary" firemen and 500 trainnen a nd brakemen,

at a "featherbedding" cost of $17 nillion a year. 17
I• [

In job secu.ri ty some unions have set a standard
ru'le to limit the arnount of work to be done eo.c.h day.

"-'Or1~

·I·.!

!

I '

i

For

:;1

instance, bricklayers are allowed to lay so r.1any bricks a
day, and shinglers have a

li~ited

"

number of shingles to lay.

This limita.tion of work by the unions is still legal.

In

i\:
J

~ •

Oakland·, California, some 20 to 30 shinglers were fined by
their own shinglers• union for working too fast.lB

1,

j

I
!

' I
.I

17 " State Full Crew Laws May Ha-mper RLli l road • s Efforts
to Start Dropping Off Diesel Engine Firemen," Busines~~> Ueek
January 11, 1964, p. 94.
18News Item in ~ Fr~ncisco Chronicle, February 9,1964.
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The coal miners are making knmm to employers that
auto~ation

is cutting the work force below the

re~irements

1
,1
It

for safety and that the size of the work crew should be
increased.

This bit of strategy has the dual purpose of

job security for the '\forking miners and of increased work
for the unemployed rniners.l9
1-iechanization and modernization pact.

The West Coast

Maritime Ship9ing industry has a five-year mechanization and
modernization pact '"i th the longshoremen ..

The Pacific Mari-

time Association agreed to contribute five million dollars
a year to off-set hardships to longshoremen resulting from
more mechanization.
The basic objectives of this plan are to benefit both
employee.s and employers.

preserve the. longshore work force and give career
stake in the industry.
)

I

I

early retirement.

1:

For employees it was de-s igned to
wor1~ers

a

The incentive of this pact was for

For the employers it ,.,as d-esigned to cut

costs and cargo-handling time and thus attract more cargo
to Pacific Coast ports.

In essence, the agreement gave

19 .. UM!·1 Seeks Job Security, Safety, •• Business l\Teek,
Janu:ary 4, 1964, p. 6"8.
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employers the right to introduce labor-saving methods and
swept away the LongshoreMen•s make-work practices that had
been piling up since the 1950's.

In return the .longshoremen

were protected from technological unemployment and guaranteed
a minimum weekly wage, and older workers were given a finan• ·
cial incentive for early retirement.
The st-e amship ·operators are intensely aware of the
savings they. might achi·eve under the pa-ct.

An

outstanding

example is the introduction of thP. vansbips, built to haul
sealed containers the size of .highway semi-trailers.

Man-

ning requirements have been· revised to a point that one gang
of 16 to 18 men can unload a cargo in 360
the conventional

rneth~ds

man-hours~

using

on stowed cargos, five gangs of

the same size took 4,050 man-hours for the· sa"Tl.e work.
Savings have been effected also in elimination of
mucp of the traditional but unnecessary double-handling of
cargo by longshoremen and teamsters, in the increased size
o£ s·ling loads, in the· reduction of gang shortages, in the
virtual elimination of· work stoppages. 20 ·
The employers who comprise the Pacific Maritime Asso-

'·

20Thomas Kennedy, Automation Funds and Oisolaced
Workers (Boston: Harvard Unive.r sity Press, 1962), p. 70.

.,
~
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ciation have until 1966 to see whether they made a .29
million dollars mistake when they signed the pact.

They

also believed that a 5 per cent productivity gain would be
enough to repay the 5 million dollars they are putting into
the mechanization fund -each year.

Figures available in

May of 1962 indicated a productivity increase of 20 per
cent since January, 1959.

The rates are based on measure-

ment of man-hours versus tonnage of cargo. 21
tion fund is paid for by the employer.

The mechaniza-

The fund is used to

increase the pension fund, retrain workers for other jobs,
and to increase welf.are benefits.

:lrf
' !'"
.. .
u
~ .-:i i
.

.

~

l. !

~....
:.

In

the coal industry the contributions to- the welfare

and retirenent fund are fixad at 40 cents for every ton of

' '

'

'I ·:

i

~'

l!
'

I

' ~'

. ~

:

:

\i ; .

coal mined.

The United States Industries· Incorporated

under agreement '"'ith International Association of l-fachinists

! .
~( .:

,_
. 'I
' ..

will pay monthly dues of $25,00 to $1,.000 per machine sold. or
leased.

For a year the company will make the payments to

the union on each machine.22
Even in the food processing industry a mechanization
:

:

~

'l

. ii :

' ,.

. 'ji.,

2lrbid •• p. 10.
22nu.s. Industries Agree to Pay 'Dues" on Automated
Machinery It Sells or Leases," Business ~ ... February 17,
1962, p. 103.
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fund is being -set up.

The teamster officials are seeJdng

for their cannery uni-on membe.rs a f .ive cents royalty for
every ca.s e of fruit and vegetable produced.

The ·Northern

California canners are to put the five cents royalty into
a special mechanization fund.

This five to seven million

·, !

dollar fund will be dra'm upon for displaced ";>Torker benefits.

Benefits to be offered would be decided from year-

to-y~ar

by a special union-management committee, depending

on the need.

Of the 90,000 teamster's cannery workers, 40,000

;i

1

1 I·

have lost their jobs to labor-saving devices or machines over

' i~

:

the past £ive years.23
As mentioned in an earlier chapter, the Armour Neat
Packing company set up an automation fund with the union
in Oklahoma City.

The Armour Company went ahead with an

experimental program in an attempt to retrain some of the
displaced workers to fill jobs· open in that area.

i.

Supolementary .unemployment-severance benefits.
Another way of meeting the challenge of automation, involvi

ing a more immediate approach to the displaced worker, is

! !

through supplementary unemployment and severance payments.

23Editorial in San Francisco Chronicle~ January 8,
1964, p. 1.

;
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Som0 unions bad the foresight to see business failure:s or
mergers caused by the technol.o gical revolution, so various
unemployment and severance funds were set up to aid their
I

!
J
J

l
I

displaced members.

How many of the business changes or

failures are due to the sluggish economy is unkno'\-m, but
do know it is of no benefit to any business.

,...,e

To the small

firms it repre-s ents a hardship because they ha.ve to 't.,rork
with less

capital~

I
II

therefore, the ris1<:s are gr-eate-r than

those o£ the larger firms.
An example of the use o_f the supplementary unemployment and severance fund is the International Ladies'
Garment Uorkers.

The Union has paid out 4.1 rnil"lion dollars

since its formation in 1961 and still has 15.7 million
dollars in its fund, according to the trustees report in

I;
,_

the spring, 1963.

Payments went to 15,782 workers left

_jobless ,..,hen 745 companies went out of bu-siness.

This

fund is the first national severance fund for displaced
workers.

It is based on employer contributions of one half

per cent of payroll.
Beneficiaries received lUMp sum
$12.50 to $400 following plant closing.

were made to unemployed

wo~kers

pa~~ents

ranging from

'tveekly payments

ranginq from $12.50 to $25.00

for up to a year or until they found other jobs.

Amount and

----~------~~--~-~-----~--~~---------------
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duration of the payments depended on the worker's pay scale
and length of employment.24

.(

Since automation has increased production and
decreased workers in the rubber industry, the United States
Rubber Workers' Union and Firestone Tire and Rubber Tire
Company negotiated an. increase in the supplementary unemployment benefits.

Also provisions were made for payments

in short "'orJc weeks. 25
Another
plo~.ent

e~::a'nple

of the use of a supplementary unem-

fund is the case of the stceh1orkers.

The union

reports payments to idled ·steeh·Torkers have totaled 286
million dollars since 1957.
"'or~~ers

The report also states that

in 13 to:> basic steel comp?nies collected 33,565,000

i, ·..

dollars· in supplementary unem!'loyncnt benefits during the
last six months of 1962. 26
l·!easures

.!£

discourage

overtime~·

The labor

unions are discouraging overtime '"ork and. have been pushin0

24Kennedy, ~-

£i!.,

p. 161.

' :.
~

25"Firestone and R":.1bber Workers Sef.lle::1cnt Is Likely
to Sot Pattern for Industry," (Labor brief} 1 Business ~·leek
April 27, 1963, P~ 108.
I·

2 6"100 I 000 Idled Steelt•Torkers Dreu s·. u. B. Pa~rmcnts
Last .Honth,'1 Business~ •.Harch 9, 1963, p. 106.

i !.
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.
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for a high overtime

~enalty.

for cmy· overtime 't·1 orlc.

The call is for couble-pay

The unions asserted that elimina-

tion of overt inc 't~ou ld add 910 ,.000 jobs • 27
Labor

Sccr~tary

Stc:!.tistics advanced

b~,

!1. t·!illa.rd t·T irtz publicly supported

the 1'..FL-CIO.

Preliminary Labor

·I
De~art~cnt figures place the estimate for overtine in ma~e-

facturing in 1963 at 2.8 hours per week, slightly less than
the three-hour average for the final months of the year.28
Since 1956 the Bureau of Labor Statistics has

k~pt

I·
I

J

trac1.o;: of overtime in manufacturing 1

1

industry-b~l-industry.

Despite the current furor in the subject, figures shO't'l that
the 1956 average was at the level of 1962, and 1963 showed
2. 8 hours a ,.,ee1c. 2 9

The Labor Departr:lent economists are concerned about
overtime work because there are some 400,000 fe,..Ter

n~:mufC~. c-

turing 't•torkers 1 yet the rate of overtime has increased.

l

II

Figures in 1956 showed 3.8 per cent of the 't·Tork force as
overtime ,..,or1~ers as .cor::pared with 5. 6 per cent for 1962. 30

I

2 '1.overtine Crackdo"m: Rx for Unemplo~I'Itlent?" Business
·t,ieek, January 18, 1964, p. 99.

28 Ibid.

-

29 rbid.
3orbid.
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Employers testified at Congressional hearings that
overtime i .s scheduled other than in emergencies because an
extra production is neede.d for a short time and
right skills cannot be found and hired for

worJ~ers

te~porary

\'lith

"'ork or

production facilities· are inadequate for addi tianal l-Torkers.
Also, they say, it is cheaper to pay
workers~

and have to

ass~e

overti~e

than to aad

Social Security, unemployment

compensation, and union-negotiated fringes covering them.3 1
Hoonlighting or workers working at t\'IO jobs are also
discouraged by the labor unions ..

l·7hen workers are boldine:;
I!

down two jobs the purpose of the union • s fight for sho.rter

j

I
i

i

'!

hours and other plans to

e~and

em;:>loyment \-lill be defeated.

The number of moonlighting workers has been increasing as
nentioned in an earlier chapter.

I
I

j

I

(

. !

j

3l"ovcrtime in Midst of Job Famine." Business l·Teek
November 2, 1963, pp. 54-56.~·
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CHAPTER VII

j

GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Economic growth should be included in this study
because there comes a time when the

gover~ent

has to take

action within its constitutional powers to solve the- problems of unemployment and of a sluggish economy.

Since

structural unemployment has been iaentified as part of the
total picture of unemployment and technol-ogical changes as
a major cause of unemployment, it is important to see what
actions the

govern~ent

can take to help solve the problem.

New legislations passed by Congress are yet to be
tested and tried.

It seems pertinent to investigate the

nature of these enactments and interpret the economic
principles behind them.
The Federal

Govern~ent

bas a responsibility to set

the environment for business and industry to achieve growth
of their business activity and to avoid the use of policies
harmful to growth.

In this section the recent programs

used to achieve the proper atmosphere for business and industry will be explored-.

The study made public on January 11, 1962, by
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President Kennedy-• s comrni ttee on Labor-Management Policy,
shows that automation is a major cause of unemployment and
suggests several things for employers and government to do
to cope with the

probl~rn.

The comrni ttee believes that advances in t .echnology
are essential.

The report says:

"Failure to advance tech-

nology would bring on much more serious unem?loyment and
related social problems than- any we now fact."l
Some of the remedies palliatives for unemployment
recommended by the panel are as follows:
1.
2.
"3.

4.
5 ~6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Adoption of policies d-e signed to promote faster
economic growth.
Ultima-te consideration of a s-h orter work-week,_ but
not- recommended in terms so strong as labor members wanted.
Coopera.t ion bet,.,een Governm-ent- and pri vu.te organization to improve education.
Public and private support of worker-retraining
programs including help for workers being retrained.
Liberalization of unemployment-compensation laws.
Supplementation by employers of unemployment pay.
Early retirement for some workers-.
Financial aid for workers who are transferred.
Improvement in public employment service.
More spending for public works.
The committee said that a higher rate of economic

growth is the "best device" for reducing unernployrnent.2

lThe American Assembly, Automation 21!£ Technological
Change {Englewood, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962)~ p. 175.
2Ibid. 1 p. 177 •
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J.j

I

j

The report did not give the different causes of unem-

~·

I

ployment and did not link its proposed remedies.

I

it as.sess the effect of its recommendations.

J

!j

r

Nor does

l

This disagree-

i'

/;

ment with the report was stated by Dr. Arthur Burns, who
was one of the committee members.

Dr. Durns was chairman

,..

of the Council of Economic Advisers in the Ei-senhower Administrati-on.

I
!
i .

. i.

Another committee member, Henry Ford II, Board Chairman of Ford Motor Company, also voiced his objections.

l-1r.

Ford noted that the committee "has recognized that the
general _problem o.f . unemployment is the key problem" but
focused its recommendations on "secondary matters."

Mr.

Ford reasoned that, instead, attention must be centered
"not on relief or even training ••• but on creating new jobs
for people who seek them and can perform in them. ••
The palliatives mentioned in the ten-point recornmen-·
dation to help solve the problem of unemployment seems to
favor more relief and perhaps early retirement for workers.
Promote faster. growth.

Growth may be achieved by

increasing the efficiency with w·hich the -economy utilizes
its manpower and all other resources in the satisfaction of

L- --- - - - -·----
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human wants, by increasing tbe resources which are put into
the productive Frocess without increasing the population
to be provided for, including a larger fraction o.f population in the labor force.
According to t-·Tal ter Heller, former chairman of the

I
(

Council of Economic Advisers, the part that government can

lI

constructively play in promoting the growth process is

i
!
!l
I

strictly limited, but the part it. can plan in preventing
qrowth is virtually unlimited.

In ac.h ±eving g!"o"lth and

\

government will trigger spending and also remove any obsta-

I

i

cles which prevent expansion.

j

~tr.

I

i
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

Heller also stated that a sizeable cut in tax

liabilities both of household and businesses throughout
the nation "i'lauld push the ec·:mo:ny to,.,ard a stronger business

mar~<:et

,. expand investment op::>ortuni ties 1 and he·al thie!'

profits. 3
In his address to the nation on August 13, 1963,

President Kennedy stated that our taxes were so high that

I

they tended to we-aken the very essence of progress of a

!

free society, the incentive f -o r additional return to addi-

I

I
I

I

I

I

I
l.__ ___

3 t·:al ter ll. Heller "T\"hy ,-·~e Hust Cut Ta.~es," Nation • s
1

Business, Vol. 50, t ro. 11, november, 1962, p. 40.
r ': ;:; !
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I
tiona! .effort.

The Pres-ident said he 't•Tanted to remove a.

serious barrier to long-term gro\'Tth, to increase incent-ives
by routing O'Jt inequalities and

co!:'tple~dties,

-and to prevent

the even greater budget deficit that a lagging economy 't·rould
otherwise surely produce.

Fo~tering ~

accumul-n tion

£f

cc:roital.

The tax cut

fo:r business end consuner 't'las in e-f fect in 1964.

This

t~"<

cut was designed to increase consumer spending, production,
and -s€!rvices and r.tore w·ork for -everyone, as well as increa.s ing profits for· business.
Profits are the key to economic growth and economic
security.

Profits make possible for more and better tools,

increased e!:ficiency, more and .better jobs, and a higher
stand~rd

of living.

The reform that President Kennedy mentioned in his
address to the nation on August 13,. 1963, was liberalizing
depreciation
more

~~ickly

allo~·Tances

which permits busin.ess to

the cost of machines and equipment.

'-"~rite

off

The fast

wri t .e -off ,.,ould make it possible for industry to mo-dernize 1
which will increase- capital spending and meet competition.
The competition is fro~ foreign countries that have the

--- ·· - - - -·
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advantages of both lower wage co:st and new machines- and
a:_rttipmen t .
A 7 per cent tax credit for investment in modernized
and new machinery was passed by Congress.

3oth changes \·Tere

designed to increase the flow of business funds into capital
assets and thereby increase profits and cut cost to .spur
growth and improve the international competitive. position.
The combined effect of these two measures, administrative and legislative, is an estimated annual reduction of
nearly $2.5 billion in business taxes.

This is an

a~ou~t

equ-al to about 10 per cent of the federal corporate income
taxes now levied.4
Consumer spending.

According to Walter Heller,

Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, the consumer
tax reduction would increase disposable income and the
take-home pay.
cates that

Careful analysis of past ex2erience indi-

cons~~ers

consistently spend from 92 -to 94 per

cent of the disposable income.

History also shows that when

this income is increased, a high proportion of the increase
is promptly spent.s
When consumers spend this income, markets strengthen,

4rbid -.
srbid.

I
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production rises, new jobs are created, and income and
profits ris·e accordingly.
private spending.

This creates added cycles of

Boosted spending and in.come, result in.

what econo::nists and now journalists call the "multiplier
effect."

Xt produces and increases in gross national

product of perhaps two or three- times the origina1
increase in .spending based on a reduction in taxes. 6
Reducing personal and corporate taxes raises proflt
margins for businessmen and enlarges the su'!?ply of funds
available for investment.

Tax

reduction not only adds to

funds for investment, but also strengthens the incentive
to invest.

There is, also, the prospect of larger after-

tax returns to be ea·rned on new productive f ·a cilities.

So tax reduction would help business directly by
reducing the tax load on business enterprise and indirectly

by stimulating demand for both consumer goods: and capital
goods, thereby boosting the volume of· sales and output.
Tax

cuts achieve their stimulating effect by inducing busi-

ness to employ, produce# and innovatew
Since the tax cut has already been made, the· success
of the program nay be seen in the following

kn~~

facts:

-

6rbid.
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Corporate earnin~s in 1964 averaged about 14 per
cent above 1964.
Profits before t~~es are approximately 26 per ce~t
higher than 1959.
Employees' pay is up more than 36 per cent.7
Retail sales in 1964 topped the previous year by
$15 billion.
P..verage unemployment in 1964 looks to h-3.Ve been
a l .ittle under 5 .3" per cent, off from the 5. 7
per cent that blemished 1963's prosperity.B
Nith so many people working at relatively high pay,

retail sales are taking care of themselves.
types of stores climbed to
co.nd for 1964 as a whole.

n~1

Volume for all

records, both for December

So the success of the tax cut

program is evident as mentioned above.
The seeming success of the tax cutting program may be
seen in recent English experience, when that country reduced
its bud get in April ., 1963 •

Taxes were reduced by about 1 • 7

billion dollars on a full-year basis,

~.,hich

is equal to our

11.5 billion dollar tax cut in the United States.

Both

individual and corporate ·income taxes \rere cut to boost
consu.'i1er spending and to give businessmen direct incentives
to invest more in plant and equiprnent ~ 9

7,., U.S. Treasury Ponders Profit Outlook," Nation • s
Business~ December, 1964.

8uBus.iness Outlook," Bt.1siness ~, Junuary 16_,
19651 P• 20 •
. j

9sylvia Porter, "Impact of Tax cut in England,"
Stockton Record, December 30, 1963, p. 21.

L. . .. -- · -
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.·.

, ;

At the same time the United Kingdom budget increased
spending for her · fiscal ye-ar 1964 by 7.5 per cent, ,.,hich gave
her a budget deficit of 1.7 billion dollars, roughly

CT~iva

lent to 14 billion dollars in tenns of Unite.d States defi-cit.

Finally she cut t-axes inspite of the. fact that she was

spending more abroad than she

~.,ras

earning abroad.

England's economy has been gaining
from the day the tax cuts were announced.
tion climbed.

Her

out~ut

level o·f a year ago.

stren~th

almost

Industrial prodnc-

of steel is 11 per cent above the

"Her index of indust-rial production is

up to 121.5 against an unchanged index of 115 during all of
1962.

(1958 equals 100}.
Her industrial plants are operating at about 81 per

cent of capacity, up from 7"0 per cent from a year a<Jo.
unemplo~rment

Her

rate has dropped from 2.7 ~er cent in April to

2.1 per cent in December, 1963.

Job vacancies are u~.

Retail sales have increased after a year of stagnation.
Automobile sales ,.,ent up 40 per cent as compared to last
year.

.Bu1'ld.1ng

England's

. u p •10
1s
experi~nc.e

lOibid .. p. 21.

.)
;~

I.

I

I

encouraqes
belief in the success
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of our tax cut in providing the needed stimulus for growth

j;
'I
j·

II

i')

and creation of more jobs in the United States.

'J

I.
!.

The i!"!nrove-,ent of

quality 2f huma"l effort.

~

Another strategic factor in achieving grm·rth is fuller
utilizco.tion of potential human
crucial.

As

c.

capacities~-

Education is

Lowell Harriss reminds us, the increasing

store of knm"lledge must be learned by each generation..

The

economy "·lith high productivity requires vast quantit-ies of
advanced skills.ll
Since technological progress presents

s~ecial

prob-

lems in employment, the Vocational Act of 1963 was aimed at
solving part of the unemployment problems.
To initiate the

progra~s,

the vocational education

budc;et just for this fascal year to end Jtme 30, 1964, "-'fill
be- increased to $60 million.

For the 1965 fiscal year,

Congress has authorized $145.5 million in ne't·l funds and
they are expected to reach $260 million annually in fiscal
year 1967. 12

llL~~ell Harriss, The A~erican Economy, {Illinois:
Richard I. II."'·Tin Co., 1956), p. 735.

12 sylvia Porter, "The Sweeping Job Legislation," ~
Francisco Chronicle, February 7, 1964-,p. 48.
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The funds are to go in grants to the states for
ez!Jansion a11d inprovements of existing vocational education
~rogra~s,

for teacher salaries and teacher training

for construction of schools, purchases of
mcnt, and

su2~lies,

progra~s,

e~~i~-

~aterials.

!lore is to be spent on experimental vocationc>.l boarding schools in·:. urban slu.":l areas '"here the rat.e of school

1:
1·.

drop-outs is high.

Funds are also to

~o

into uorJ{-study

,- ;~'~.
_i. . ·

!'r00r~.rns

for youngsters Hho cannot z:.ffort t.o continue

st'l~c:r-

ing unless they have SOC'le earnings.
There ' ·Till be research grants to colle;res, l..'.niversitics, and private agencies for the
tal

_progra~s

develo~ent

of experimen-

·to help youths who have severe academic, social

economic or other handicaps that prevent then from
progress in

regul~r

mru~ing

schools.

Accord in«J to most '\-lri ters, this .is the start of a
great

a rive

to help Nnerica' s youngsters c-.nd older lvor];:e::-s

c-.cquire the skills demanded by the new job market.

.i

'1

I~

l·
II .

This is
!;

the giant step to,·Tard solving: our

une:-.1plo::._~ent

factor in achicvi.r..g c;roi·.r th is the

~:-o,·rth

, _-

proble:.1.

o'Z J:nm·rledge.

To

' ' .i ' .
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be sure, past grmrth of know·ledge is the chief root of our
technological

unem~lo1mcnt

~-;e

proble!'!l.

are already us.ing

the inventions and the latest technolosrz in business and
industry to such a cegrec that displacement is ta1dng place.
:UO\'lever 1 as technology destroys old jobs it must create
ne't., ones in making products and new· cai'l5.tal equipment.
c ·o vernnent has been s:;;>ending huge
a-n c development.

st.~ms

of monc.y on research

E:-:-am_!)les o£ the fn.li ts of such research

have been the develo:?Jl1ent of atonic enerT.J fo.r mili tar)"
and civilian·-use and the trork on the space !'rogr.a"!l.

i.

In the area of inforr:lation more empha.sis has been
placed on aid,

info~ation,

'I
!:
'.',

and advice to businesses o n the

local and international level.

The

De~artment

of

Co~uerce,

Dt'.reau of Labor Statistics 1 Small Business Bnreau, and
other bureaushave stepped
Facts and

fi~1res

u~

their information to the public.

have much meaning to business and

in their interpretation of future

~respect.

indust~

!'

Schools are

putting more emphasis on the studie·s of economics and their
principles.
The Federal Government bas been facing the responsibility to help set the proper

at~osphere

for business

a~d

industry to achieve gro'trth.
i .

I :.

IJ.J·:

~

' '
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SU!·!Bl\RY MID CONCLUSIO!-!S

·I
1
\

!

Su~~arv.

Since it is the intent of this study to

help understand the

~roblem

or the impact of technology on

labor, a review of each chapter may be helpful to the
reader.
In Chapter One technological _process was defined as

J
rlj
!'

,I

any devices that re!?l-ace the work of man.

Automation, mech-

•

·t

anization, cybernatio-n, and data l,)rocessing are all part of
the technological process.

.i

Even ne,., methods, materials,

resources, and processes are part of the technological
revolution, or rather the accelerated techno-logical change.
'·•

Automation is a new word used to describe one 2hase
of the technological process.

The progress of

technolo91~

goes back to the days of a."ltiqui ty, where men, then as no,·T,
were always seeking

'"~ays

to ease their labors.

Hechanical
:.. . =

_;

devices dating from ancient times have progressed to the
ultimate in terms of labor savings.

As technology progressed,

'

I'

more automatic devices '\'Tere invented, so the term "autornation 11 _,.,as used to describe this recent phas·e of the process.
There are many different types of automated act-ivity,
not limited to large firms.

!·

Smaller firms can compete ,..,ith

-~--- -----~~-~--------J.~--~
- --~

·-·-··---.-·----1
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1!
1'/:

the large ones ·by pooling their capital .into research and
develo~ent

to meet the challenge of ne'·' technology.

Chapt·e r Two discusses the conditions leading to autornation.

Automation is a

natur~l

evolutionary step in man•s

continuing effort to use the discoveries of science in
getting work done.

The factors favorable to the expansion

of autonation are far more
~mich

tend to retard it.

pm~erful

than the adverse factors

Competition is the main force that

motivates industries to automate.
In today•s competitive market industries use autornation or improved processes to reduce costs or improve their
products.

Automation has improved efficiency.

Looking at

automation from a broader viewpoint-; the United States is
recognized as the leading industrial world power

today~

and

it is due, not only to our natural resources, but in major
part to our technological progress.
P~other

aspect of improved efficiency of automation

is in labor saving.

The term "bbor saving .. as applied to

modern machinery has a deeper I!leaning tha-n the general usage
gives it.

l'mtomation means the expenditure of fe,·rer hours

of labor and the need for

fe'\<1

men for a given output.

Chapter Three discusses the objectives of automation

I __
~.._
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activity.

Automation offers a way to meet

com~etition

by

increasing output, lo\·l ering mc-.nufacturing cost, and improv-ing products.

.I

Automation is the key to productivity

I.

increase necessary for per capita economic gro,·rth.

T'Ti th

the increase in productivity more ne'" products must be
deve1oped because of the lack of sufficient income in elas·ticity of the d.enand for many products.
and

Therefore, research

development for new products must continue with the
. i,

changing technological in2rovements.
In Chapter Four the first survey of the impact of

I

..,

technological advance on labor was discussed .

The tech-

nological revolution bas caused a decrease in employment
-associated with a given output, although the labor forces
continued to increase with the population growth.
tl~es

also changes in the different
wo:!:'1~ ers

There are

of jobs available.

The

needed in manufacturing increased slightly last year

but in farming, mining, and other "production" type jobs,
the number of\'.Orkers is decreasing \'7hile service and technical type jobs are

increasing ~

The long term effect of
of \·lOrkers, but the hiring of

automatic~

n~.,

workers •

is not the firing

•·

The short term

effect of :cmtomation on --the labor market will be job displace-

L___ -.. .-- -·-
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mcnt.

There will be a ne·e d for more skilled and technical

,.,orkers fo.r the new tY?e of jobs.

I

.'iI

Automation causes t-echnological unem_:1loyrnent '\·Thicb
comes under the general "structural
structural

un~ployment

11

category.

Althou!Jh

is the long-termt deep-seated job-

lessness, due to a fundamental shift ·in an areat industry,
or

occupations~

technological

une~ployment

refers more speci-

fically to a job loss caused by· technological change in any
industry or office.
The search '\'lill be for the ,.,ell-trained worker '\'lho
can manage our new technology.

The emphasis in schools 't-dll

be on better education, training, ·and ret·raining·.
In Chapter Five the coal mining industry \'Tas discussed
to illust=ate hm·1 mechanization in the coal rnines has
reduced

enplo1~ent

and labor cost and increased production.

In our technological revolution, coal has been dininishing in use as a basic fuel in industry.

hlthough other

forms of fuels have increased in use, tbe demand for coal
keeps increasing as a. base for ne'\'1 products.
Altbou~h

wage rates and overhead costs have increased

the price of coal has advanced only a little.

The price of

coal bas risen from 1925 to 1961 by less than a dollar per

I

l. .--·---·- -

-------·-·--· -·
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~.

I

I

1.44

I
short ton.

The production of coal from 1939 to 1959 has

I

doLbled.

j

one half in 40 years.

I

~e n~~ber

of men needed to nine coal has dro?ped-

The pressures to mechanize are about the same as in

other compet-i tive industries.
In Chapter Six the ,.,ay in \\?hich labor unions are

attempting to meet the challenge of automation is discussed.

I

Since job displacement is reducing their membership, they

Ii

feel forced to take direct action.

I

I

Some unions are trying to spread the \'ror1( and seek
more job sect1ri ty for their members.

A fe~·-'

unions even had
1."

to take a pay cut to save r.tembers' jobs#
abml"t to be relocated.
tion and modernization
g\.'ta:!:"anteed

\•rage~

1

and retirement...

A

"tolhen plants '·7ere

I

I

large union signed u mechaniza-

p~ct

.in return for job security,

and financial incentives for retraining

1-Iost of the unions have 1 or are tr"'.Jing, to

set up with employers various types of funds to aid the
d"isplaced worker.
0vertir.1e \·lOrk is also being discourw.ged by unions

I

1•.

beca~se

they feel room should be made for the

unem~loyed.

The purpose in Chapter Seven .,.,as to discuss the role

I

I:'

of the government in taking action to solve the problem

f

t
r,

!l
L:

~
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I

of

unemplo~~ent

~-

and a sluggish economy.

Uany \'Trite.:!:"s feel that it is the Government's res:?on-

sibility to help provide a

mininu~ enviro~~ent

for efficient

business and industry -and to avoid policies hamful to
grm·rth.
In 1954
designed to
capital

to:-~

cut to conmuners and to business ,.,as

trig~er

spending

a~d

to

re~ove an

obstacle to

inves~~cnt.

Another strategic =actor related to grm·r th is the
in?rovenent of the

s~u~lity of hurr.a~

ment is aiding £inancially to
area of

info~~tion the

tion to

~id

business

j
l

L____ __ - --------- - - - · - - -

a~d

effort.

im~rove

government is

The govern-

education.

In the

~teppin~

info~a-

up

industry.

1
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I

.COtJCLUSio:tT

Technological p:-:ogress has caused a great change in
labor demands.

Unchincs

't·Ti th

their automatic devices are

gradually replacing much human effort.
ne"t·T r>rocesses,
have

n~-r

Automatic machines,

techniques, and increased mechaniza-tion

inc~eased !'roductivit~,.

to a point '"here in manufactur-

ins- the demand for labor hus been cecrcc.sinc.:;.
there has been a dccrenscd

ce~and

1\l thouc_:;h

£or labor in the

~r~c~c-

ing industries, the increased demand is in the sJdllcd,
service, nnd profcs·sional t:J?e '\·.ror1t.

In the short-run period stn1ctural
mcnt or technological

The evidence

e.x-c

So~c

:::crog~a-:t.-:tcrs,

p~rallels

of uncmploy-

rcrsists, but ·in the long-

'\·Till be increased dc::tand

!"Un ='e-riod there

:tcvolution.

~nc~~lo:ocnt

t1~e

fo~

ne'·' j·obs.

that ·of the First Industrial

of the ne'\·l jobs that auto:n2:.tio:1.. has c.cded

J-::cy ?tmch O:?erc.tors, a!"!o syste:-1s a1alysts.

Every time lnbor t'.nions demand an increase in '·rages
and benefits the !'res.sure is on most
Mechani=ation or tiutonution.

cm~loycrs

to increc>.se

This ?rcssurc to cutoMatc is

either a necesoity or a reaction to a union.

The lcbor unions a.rc 2.tte!;'l:::'tin<J to ncet the chc.llens-e

L ----·- - · -·
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of the nm·r technological J?roccss, but ·they have not solved
the problem..

The unions' defenses against job displace-

rr.cnt see'-\ more for the ide:::mifica.tion of the
This idemnification includes conpensation,

'l•!or1~ers

..

une~plo~~ent

.insurance, earl1.. retirement, long-vacations., featherbedding,
and guaranteed 'l·rages • . The unions complain of decreasing
rncnbership, but they arc not active in placement and
retraining efforts to increase menhers.

To date, the

rctrv..ining of their oun displaced members has been left to the
employers.
The labor unions should .do more planning 'l·lith
emr>lo~,lers

only force

on the use of the new techno1ogy, because strikes
em:!_)lo~rers

to use more machinery.

employers kno'l-1 that :machines are easier to

Besides
cont~ol

thc.n

,.,orkers.
The Federal Government has recoqnized the problen of
unemplo1"'Ttent caused by the net-T technological process and is
attempting to solve it.

The program of increased consumer

spending and encouraged capital spending is a great part· of
the solution, because the first step is to move the sluggish
economy and the second step is to increase the rate of

gro~~h.

The Federal Government has taken the biggest. step
fo~·ra:o:-d

I
L_ _____. ---·- -

in improving the ·hunan resource.

The emphasis on

r
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education is basic to the solution of

una~loyment.

technological revolution there ,.;rill be an increased
for ne-:·1 job

In this
de~and

sJ~ills.

The future will always be- a challenge.

~

an organization must meet the challenges or die.

person or
If they

cboose to· remain static, the road is only do\m-hill.

.I

I

I'

i~
;·

..

,.i
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,.•·
RECO!-lr-mNDATIO:t~S

l

FROl-1 THE PRECEDING STUDY

1.

That ,.,e acce:!_:)t technological progress c>.nd take the
long-term effect of the nc,.,.. technology. ~·:e cannot stop advances in research ~nd development.

2.

That encouragement be given to the student to re~ain
in school as long as possible so he can be trained
to be fle~dble '\·Then the new· j-ob skills are demanded
of him. This rne~s also to discourage school dropouts.

3.

That schools be ghren a free hand· when financial
c.ssistance is given.. I .f Federal J'dd is given, there
should be no restrictions except to train and
retrain "Ti thin the knm-m 1 abor r.tarJcet •

.'!-.

That labor unions recognize the effect of '\llc..ge deMar-ds
on the indust~J or e~?l~Jers. There should be a
broader prospective with more coorer~tion and understanding between unions and manage~ent.

5.

That all attributable information concerning job opportunities be given the displaced or unemployed '''o r~cers •

j

r,..

~
I
1
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UECOMMEl!DATIONS FO:R FURTHER STUDY

·There are na11.y questions that. remain to be answered.
Further study can be made in the folloHing areas:

2

1.

Study of l'1orld l'!arkets

2.

S~ecial

attention to small

enter~rises.

l

1, ~

/.·

[j

I

i

I
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